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Tiede Order ofthe Gárter .

To the Right Honourable,

Fames Marqueffeof Hamilton, Duke of

Chartelraot,Earleof Cambridge,and Arran ,Lord

of Ennerdale, Evendale, Arbroth and Kenile;

Gent ofthe Kings Bed-Chamber,and oneofone

his Majefies molt Honorable Privy

Counſell, Steward of the Honor of

Hampion - Court and Portſmouth ,

Great Maſter of hisMaries.horſe,in

and Knight ofthe moſt noble ,oloniast

Kight Honourable,

Onſidering how largely

the precepts of Fortification

are handled by ſundry Au.

thors in other languages,

and how little isto be found

thereof in our Engliſh

tongue: I thought it nei

ther fruiclelle nor unleaſonable, to publiſh
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theſe
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The Epiftle Dedicatory.

theſe collections and obſervations whichI

hadformerly made. Wherein though I chiefly

aimed toſhew the applicacion of the doctrine

of Triangles, according to that late invention

of Logarithmes; Yet haveI not pretermitted

other things neceſſary for the better under

ſtanding and practiſe thercof. Which I pre

ſumc'not to preferit untoyour Honour forthe

worth of it ; ButinreſpectofyourLordfhips

knowledge in che Mathematicks in generall,

and yourmore ſpeciallexperienceinMilitary,

affaires, Iam emboldned to craveyourHono :

rable patronage. The Lordof all thingsand

Kingimmortall preſerveyourLordſhipin all

happinelle unto his Heavenly kingdome, So

prayeth

YourHonors

in all due obſervance,

t

Rich.Norwood.

l'occasio . Clin noin

1
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TO THEREADER .

Hen I had written the Doctrine of

Triangles, Juteable to the late Jn

vention of Logarithmes , I endea

voured to make application thereof

in ſundry parts of the Mathema

tickęs , and amongſt the reft in Fortification;

Whereiny uſedthe more diligence,thatImight give

fatisfa&tion to ſuchas inftruated therein. And this

was the principall occaſionof compiling this enſuing

Treatiſc, which lying byme certaine yeares, I have

beeneimportuned by ſome friendsto publiſ ,for a

more common goed ; whereunto I have the rather

yeelded, foraſmuch as there is ſo littleextant in our

Engliſhtongue ofthis ſubject. 7 profeſſe not herein

any skill extraordinary; but as itis incident to moje

men in varietie of ſtuddies, to bend themſelves more :

especially to ſomeone : fo J confeſe,that although by

reafon ofmyCalling ( teaching theMathematickes

inLondon) I have had occaſion to applymyſelfe to
the

1



TheEpiſtle, & c.

theſtaddy and exerciſe of fundry Arts Matheiñaci:

call; Tet more especially to the Optickes, and chiefely

to that part thereof which handleth the nature and

operation of luminousbeames by glaſſes refle ted or

refracked,drawne thereunto by a more ſpeciallaffectio

on or inſtinkt. Allwhich notwithſtanding, ſ havenot

beenenegligent inthis ſubject,having beeneſometimes

à ſouldier in myyouth, thoughnot long, andfeenefome

experience oftheſe things, thoughnot much; yetthat

little with ſome obſervations of riper yeareswhich I

ſince made in the Netherlands, háth ſomewhatfur

thered me in handling of it. Beſides, Jhave peruſed.

Jundry Authors, following thoſe chiefely whomJcon:
ceiveto have ſhewed the beſt rules, and moremoderne

practiſe of Fortification.I have endeavoured to be

foperspicuousasIrould in ſomanywords, avoyding

prolixiry inthisfirſtaßay, tillIhave tryed youren

tertainement. In themeane time not doubting, but

many of ourCountrymen, as well ſuch as are here refi

dent, asothers applying themſelvesto the furtherance

ofour many plantationsabroad ,willcourteouſly accept

this mine endeavour.Farewello London. 1637.

FORTE
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Ganbaria

FORTIFICATION
OR

ARCHITECTVRE

MILITARIE 3

CHAP. I.

B.

EforewecométóparticularPro

blemes, we will premife fome

thingsofmoregenerall uſe, in
ali

parts of thisenſuingTreatiſe,
diand finit

Theproperand morefrequent

termes of this Art, inEngliſh,

French and Latine.

A Fort,French , Fort Latine,

Arx, fortalitium ,munitio. A Fortreffe, a ſmall Fort,

or Caſtle, or Sconce. French Fortreſſe, La. Caftrum

muniticuncula,munitio Campestris; theſe names, a Fort

and Fortrcfſe and many of thereſt following are fas,it

may appeare ) borrowed ofthe French ; fomemake a

diſtinction betweenethele twonames, and would have

to
B



to beunderſtoodby a Fortreffe, a little Fort or field

Sconce,but others uſethem promiſcuouſly. TheRam

pire, thisis awallofEarth enclofingthe place fortifi

ed, whoſefoote or foundation is here marked with ab.

Fre. Rampart. Lat. Valam .

A Curtaine, o . N.Fr.Curtine, Lat.Cortina.

A Bulwarke, N.F.G.H.E.-Fre, Bastion, Bouleuext.

. Propugnaculum .

TheFront of the Bulwarke, F.G. Fre. Face, panddu

baftion . Lat. Facies propugnaculi.

TheFlancke, N.F.Fre ,le Flanc. Lat.üali.

The Gorge of theBulwarkc, or the ſpace betweene

!
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two flanckes. N. E. Fre. Gorge du baffion. Lat. collum

propugnaculi,

TheGorgeline N.G. Fr. ligne du Gorge. Lat. lines
colli.

TheHead-line, C.G. Fr. ligneCapitale. Lat. Linea cao
pitalis.

The Shoulder F. Fr,Eſpaule. Lat. Scapula. : D AT

The Diamond point of the Bulwarke, orthe flanked

angle ofthe Bulwarke. G. Fr. Angle,flangue. Lat. Ana

guløs propugnaculi, feu Angulus defexfuso

The ſecond flanke 0.1. Fr. ſecond flanc. Lat. Ala

Cortina ,

Thefixing fixed, orlongeſt Line of defence 0.G.Fr.

Ligne dedefenſefichente. Lat. Lineadefenfionis major.

The ſhorteſt line ofdefence ſcowring thefront, i.G.

Fr. ligne defenſe flanguante.Lat. linea defenfionja miror.

guant interieur. Lat.And idefenfionis interior.
Theinward flanking angle, Fi. N. Fr. Angle flame

Theoutward Aanking angle K. P.G.Fr. Angle flan .

guat exterieur, on Angle de tenaile.Lat. Angulusde

fenfionis exterior.

A cafemate. Fr. Cazemate. Lat. Caſa armata ,

The Parapet as namely of the Rampirė, Fauſebray

and Coverat way. Fr.le Parapet, Lat. Lorica ,

The walke onthe Rampire. Fr.Terre.plein . Lát. Ama
bulacrum valli.

The ſcarpe, inward or outward, as of the Rampire,
parapets and ditch . Fr.

Talud
interieur ou 'exterios

Lar. Acclivitas interiorvelexterior .

Palizadoes. Fr. Paliſades. Lat. Sudes,præpilate .

A Banke or Foote,pace. Fr. Banquet. Lat. Scam .

Bum , Scabellum .

TheFauſſebray, thebreadthwher@of ishere marked
withB 2
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.

.

with B.C. Fr.Cheminides Rondes,Faxfebray. Lat. Spada

tinm ,faccin &

The Brimmeof the Ditch : Fr. Likere. Lat. Marga

valli.

The Ditch,the breadth whereof ishere marked with

d.c. Fr. le Foffe. Lat. Foffa.

The Counterſcarpe. Fr. Contrefcarpe. Lat. Acolivia

tas foffa exterior,

The Covertway the breadth whereof ishere marked

with e. f. Fr. Couridor, duchemin covert. Lat. vią coo.

perta.

A Ravelin. Fr. Ravelin . Lat. Moles.

An Hilfe-moone. Fr.Demi-tune.Lát.Luna dimidiata.

AhHorne -worke, Fr. Ouvrage aCorne. Lat. Opras

cornutam .

A Trench , Fr. Trenchel. Lat. Seps Caftrorum .
Gabions, Fr.Gabions.Lat. Corbes terra.

ABrcach, Fr. Breche. Lat.Ruina valli.

Amyne, Fi.Mine.Lar.Cuniculus.

A Countermiñe, Fr. contremine, Lat. Cuniculus tee

riprocus.
Theſe and fuch othèr tearmes as are ufed in Fortif .

cation will be better underttood where we have occa

fion to ſpeakeof them.
all . "

The meaſures uſed in thisenſuing Treatiſer

Mong thoſe thatwrite of Fortification , there are

ſeverallmcaſures uſed , as ſome uſe fecre, and that

of ſeverall fizes, fome Toiſes, a roiſe containing fixe

feete, others verges or rodsof 12. feere to a verge,

which are now generally ufed in the united Provinces.

Wee alſo in England, uſerods or poles ofſeverall fizes
barn

small
Officer

all

/
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allothersI ſhould chooſe ( as apteſt for this buſineſſe)

a Rod oftenne foote,whichis allo often uſed byſome

Architects: For any number of theſerods are moitea .

fily reduced into feete,and feetc into theſerods,where

of there is ofren occaſion : Alſo theſe rodsare moft ea .

fily reduced into paſes, or paces into rods, ſeeing twomake a rod; And pacesare ſuch ameaſuresleeing two

doth naturally carry about him ,at leaſt to a neçre ſcant

ling, for a man of middle ſtature walking a travailing

pace,moveshisfootabout one pace, or five footat each

remove, a tallman muſt goe ſomething Nower, and a

little man ſomethingfaſter to doe the like, therefore we

will here uſe ſuch rods of tennc feete; and if you make

a chaineforthis purpoſe ,itmay conſiſtof five ſuch rods

or 50. feete, which is thrce of our ftatate poles and

halfe a foote over, and ifyou would uſe ſuch a chaine

for our ordinary Land mcafure, you muſt take up halfe

a foote,& c . But thisweleavesproceeding to the thing
in hand .

DOM

CHAP. II.

Si

Axiomes obſerved in fortificatien, withthe roafons of

them .

Fort is made to the intent that a fewmen

mightbe able to defend themſelves and

theplace, againſt a grearer number.

2. Thereforethe place is environedwith

a Rampire or wall and a ditch , of fufficient height

breadth and depth , to impeach the aſſaults of an C

Écmie .

B 3 3
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3 . And becauſe the fides thus encloſing áFort,aré

not apt for the defence of themſelves, eſpecially when

an enemy is neareft,and ſo thedefence moſt neceffary ,

therefore the ſides of the ForthaveAankersor (asthey

are commonly called ) flankės to defend them, which

Hankesare alſo themſelves flanked by theCurtaines or

lides; thefe flankes intheforegoing figure are repreſen

tedby, H.E.or F.N. or L. 7. & c.

; 4 : And forthe better defence of each fidë or Curé

taine, it is requiſite that every fide ofaFort ſhould have

two Aankes, namely toward each end one, and if the

fidebe very long, it mayhave foure, lixe or more; but

oftheir diſtancewe fhall ſpeake hereafter; as of the ſide

B.C. the two flankesor flankers are L.0.and F.N.

5. And thustherewill bee two flankes placed neare

together at every angle or meeting oftwo ſides, (or ofte

ner ifoccaſion require), the one ſcowring the ſide to

wardsthe right hand, the other towards the left, either

of them ſtanding perpendicular to the ſides which they

flanke, the diſtance of whichtwo flankesis called the

Gorgeor necke of the bulwarke . Two ſuch flankes are

repreſented by F.N.andH.E.and the Gorge by N.E.

6. And becauſe if the wall or Rampire ſhould be

continued ſtreight orcirculer, betweene the endsofc.

very of theſe two flankes, thus placed on either fide of

the Gorge (as from F.to H. ) that wall could not be de.

fended from theflankes, neither is apt for the defence

of itfelfe : thereforethe twoFronts ofeachbulwarke,

are drawne with ſuch inclination , thatthey mightaptly

be ſcoured , and defended from their correſpondent

Alankos. Asthe Fronts F. G. and G.H.

7. And ſeeing the Curtaines and Fronts ofa Fort are

eſpecially defended, (both with Ordinance andſmall

fhot)
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in

fhot) fromtheFlankes, and thatthe aſſailants will ſoon

neftattempt tomake a breach bybattery or otherwiſe

or about the flanked angle of the bulwarke.- there

forethe greater andmore ſpacious, the flankes and the

Gorge betweene them are (with due confideration ofo

therthingsconſiderable )the better they are.

8. And foraſmuch as the front of a bulwarke needes

themoredefence forthat it lyes fartheſt from theAankę

defending it, &c. therefore itis ſoto be drawne that it

maybe defended by ſhot from as great a partof the

Curtaine as conveniently may be, which part of the

Curtaine is called the ſecond Aanke; thusin the foregor

ing figure theſecond Hanke is repreſented by 0.i.

9. The outward Aanking angle muſtnotbe tooobtuſe

namely itſhould never exceede 150. degrees,butby

how much leſſe it is, ſo much the better; for bythis
meanes, the fronts of the bulwarkes, are the better

Hanked,the one by the other,&c.

10. And for theſe two cauſeschiefely theangle of the

outward ordiamond pointof a bulwarke ſhouldnot be

greater then go degrees. Astheangle, F.G.H.

11.Yet conſidering thatby howmuch themore acute

that angle of the bulwarkeis, ſo much the weaker it is

to withſtanda battery, andthat theaſſaults ofan enemy

by battery areoftenmadeagainſt thateſpecially:there,

fóre that anglemuſt never be too acute, namely nevec

leſſe than 60.degreesand byhow muchnearer to a

right angle, the better it is. Errard Barledug andſome

others would have it alwayesa right angle, but bythe

common pra & iſe in theNetherlands, grounded upon

fufficient reaſons, it is oftenmade leffe .

12. And for thereaſon aforeſayd, the angular pojat

of thefigure whereona bulwarke istobe placed,should
not
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notbe lefle then a right angle, bat byhowmuch the

more obruſe, ſo much the better it is. As the angle
B. O , X

: 13. The inward flancking angle,and the angle ofthe

ſhoulderof the bulwarke, encreaſe and decreaſe roge.

ther, the one alwayes exceeding the other 90 degrees;

and therefore as the inwardAanking angle ſhould never

be léffe then 15. degrecs, fothe angle ofthe ſhoulder

muſt never be leffe then 105 degrees,and by how much

greater the better,forthe ſame reaſons, as are beforeal

leadged. Theinward Aanking angle is,F.i.N.The angle

of thefhoulder, G. F.N.

14. The fixed or longeſt line of defence drawne

from the angle of the flanke to the outward angle of
bulwarke ſhould not exceede 720. foote or 72. rodds

thatſo it may not bewithoutmusket fhot, thatbeingan

Enginemoreportableandready for defence then great

peeces, which cffect nothing but with more loſſe of

time,and other inconveniences. Yerifyouwilldefend

the front with Cannon, then may thật line bcalmoſt

twice ſo much ; Asa linedrawne from O toG .

15. And for as much as ina regular Fort'the force is

in all partsmoreequall and alike ; and that it doth en

cloſe a greater quanrity of ground, then an Irregular

Fortoflo many fides: therefore aregular Fort(if the

place will conveniently admit ofit) isbetterthen an Ic

rcgular.

It iscalled a regular Fort, when the figure fortified
confilts of equall fidesand angles.

16. By that which hathbeene fayd,efpecially bythe

twelfth axiome, it is evident, that a Fort of three fides,

and angles is ofno moment, neither is a Fort of foure

fides ofany great value, but in generall themore fides
and
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and angles aFort hath, the better it is.

17. If the fixed line of defence be 720 foote or72

roods thenmay the Curtainebeabout42 rods;the front

ofthebulwarke may be about 28 rods; and the angle

formingthe flanke about 40degrees, and the Aanke to

the Gorge as 6. to 7. But if the figure you would for

tifie be leffe, you may diminiſh the gorges, flankes, and

fronts, proportionally retaining the angles futable to

theſe Axiomes, and hereaftermore particularly ex

preſſed . And in fortifyingany place, regular or irregu

lar, you are to obſerve (ſo neere as may be) theſe Axi

omes, andthe reaſons of them together with the Pro .

blemes andexamples, hence deduced , and hereafter ſet

downe. The angle forming the flanke isF.C.N.

CHAP. III.

PROBLEME.

O finde the quantity of the anglo, at the

Center or perimeterof any regulár poli

gon and the number of inhabitants

whereofa ſort is capable asin this figure,

following let B C.be the ſide of an Equi
laterall pentagon

There is required the angle at the CenterB. A.C. and

the angle at the perimeter, B.C E. Divide the circum .

ference ofa circle, 360. degrees, by the oumber of the

fidesof thepoligonon, 5. the quotient is the angle at

the Center, B. A.C. 72. degrees. which fübitracted

from 180. degrees , there remaines the angle at the

Cс
perime
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A

perimeter, B. C. E. 108. degrees.

The icafon of the firſt part of this operation is

manifeft, and touching the ſecond, ſeeing the th ec

gles of thetriangle,A.B.C. are equallto 180. degrees

therefore from 180. degrees ſubftracting the angle

B.A.C.there remainesthe ſum of the angles A.B.C.and

A.C.B. which two being ſeverally the balf ofthe angles

at B. and C. are together eq all to the angle B.G.E.

PROBLEME. 2 :0

The Quantityof one ef theſidesgivin : 10 fi de thefemia

diameter ofthe circumferibedCircle,and ihe perpendicua

ler to that ſide and ſo the area.or quantity of ground in

that figure.

A.

Sin the foregoing figure, let the ſide of a pentago

nall Fort B.c. be after the Italian manner 800.

foote, then is the halfe thereof B.D. 400.foote, and

the angle at the center; B. A.C. 72. degrees, the halfc

whereof isB. A. D.36. degrees. and the complement

thereof D.B. A. 54. degrees, therefore by the firſt

caſe of plaine triangles ,
As ,
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As Ralu is in proportion

to halfe che ſide given BD , 400 , foote 2 , 6020600,

Co cang halfe the angle at the perimeter t A BC 54-06. 10 , 1387 39º.

to the perpendiculer AD - 950. 55, 2, 7 407990.

And by the ſecond caſe of plaine triangles,

As line halfe the angle at the center S. BAD 36.- oó , 2307813.

to halfe the Gde given
BD 400, fooce 2,60 20600.

Sois Radius

to the ſemidiameter ofthe Poligon B ,680.52--2, 8328413

.

This ismore properly the femidiametër of the cir

cumſcribed circle which for brevity fake we call bere

and hereafter the ſemidiameter of the poligonon.

This perpendiculer AD. 550.55.2, 7407990 .

multiplyed by halfe the baſe BD . 400. .2, 6020600 .

produceth thearea of the triangle ABC. 220221. 5,3 428590,

which multiplyed by the number of Gdes 5 .

produceth the area of the poligonon 110110s.f. 6,0416260.

Note: The operations here or hereafter uſed by lo

garithmes whether inthe reſolution of triangles or in

multiplication , diviſion , extradion of rootes or the

rule of proportion I haveſufficiently handled inmy firſt

booke of plaine triangles which therefore it were ſu .

perfluous here to repeate , the fractions here and

hereafter uſed are decimals namely tenth or hundreth

parts :fo thar if there be onefigure behind the pricke
it ſignifies tenths as 351. 2 is 3517. f0550: 55. is

550 ton

C 2 Pao,
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PROBLEM E. 3.

To findewhát number ofinhabitants a Fort is capable of.

Tisto be underſtood that within the poligon figure

caſtup aswe bave ſhewed in the laſt Probleme, there

is the Rampire ,the ſtreets, the Market place,and the

reſidue for the inhabitants; now theRampire, ſtreets &

Market place maybe thehalfe orthirdpart ofthe area

of the poligon figure , fometimesmore ſometimes leffe,

and that being fubftracted the re lidue( as I lay) is for the

inhabitants. Wewilltake for examplethe ſeven fided

Fort expreſſed hereafter in the :11 . Chapter..

I devide the circumference ofa Circlë, 360 - deg :

bythenumber of fides which is 7:

the quocient is theangle atthe Center: BAC.51.25.fi

which fubftracted from 180.deg.

remaine the angle at the perimeter

And ſuppoſing the ſide of the poligon namely the cur

taine with the two Gorge-lines to be . 702.44

Then will the perpendiculer be found by the laſt

Probleme to beabout729.foote,ſo that thearea ofthe

triangle B.A. C. will be 256025. ſquare feete and ſee

ing the figure hath 7. ſides therefore the area of the

whole poligon figure is1792175.ſquare feete,Now we

ſuppoſe theRampire to bethere foote broade, and

thc ſtrecte orway next witbin the Rampire 40. foote ,

both are 110. foore which ſubftracted from the fore

fayd perpendicular 729. there remaines a perpendicu

lar, 619 ,then foraſmuch as like poligon figures arein

double the proportion of their proportionalt ſides,

therefore

BCE. 128. 34.30

70
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therefore

Asthe fquare of theperpendiculer 729
57,1372725 .

27,13727256

To the fquare ofthe perpendiculer 61922,1916906.S2,7916906.

So is the firſt area
1792175. .6,2533800.

totheſecond area
1392130. 66 , 1113062.

Orif you rather deſire to workby triangleschen ſup

poſing the perpendicular to be A. D. 619. you muſt

finde halfechefide B. D. ſaying

As Radiss. is in proportion

to the perpendicular ÅD . 619.2,7916906.

fo tan.half thean.ath'centBAD.25.42.49,5828170.

to halfe the ſide, BD.298.21.2,4745176 ..

whichmult.by the perp . AD.619 . -2,7916906 .

produccththe areaof BAC.184390.5,2662082.

Which againe multiplyed byhe ſides 7.0,8450980.

produceth the 2darea 1292130..6 ;1113062,

Andſo much is this heptagon within the Rampire,

and theſtrecte going round within the Rampire.

Next for theMarket place, the ſidethereof being

.

170, foote.

As halfe theſide of theFort, 351. 2. 734544455 .

to halftheſide of the Market pla. 85 . • 1,9194189;

ſo is the perpend. of the Fort 729.
.2,8627276 .

to theperp.of theMarketplace. 176.44. 17,2461920.

which multip .by halfe theſide 8s. •1,9294189.

and that againe by all thefides 7 :" ..0,8450980.

prod.the arca ofthc Market pła. 104982.520211089.

C 3 and
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. 30. foote.

7.

andſeeing the one perpendicutéris 619. footë .

and the other of the Market place 176.44

the difference of theſetwo is
442. 5 6 .

Being the diſtance from the Market place, to the

ſtreete next under the Rampire,

which multiplyed by the breadth

produ. thearea of one ofthole ſtreets • 13276.80.

which multipl.by the number of fides

produceth the area ofall thoſe ſtreets
92937

Laſtly for the middle ftreete that goeth round about

betweene the Rampireand the Marketplace .

Let us ſuppoſein this example the perpendiculerdi

ſtance of that ſtreetc from the center of the Markeo

place to be 42rods, ( I meane from the center of the

Fort to the middle line of that ſtreetc ) then for a ſea

venth part of the middle perimeter or compaffe ofthat

ftreete Iſay.

Asthe firſt perpendiculer 729.foote.. • 7,1372725.

tothis perpendiculer, 420.foote...2,6132493.

ſo the firſt ſide,
702 . 4 ...2,8465845.

to this ſecond ſide 494. 67.6.2,6071063.

which multiplyed by 7 . 0,8450980.

prod.the compa.of that ftreet .2832 . 7. 3,4522043.

which mul. bythe breadth 30 . 1,4771213 .

prod.the area ofthat ſtriet, 84982 . 4,9293256.

and the area oftheother
7 ſtr . 92937

and the area of themarket place,104982.

The fumme of theſe three 282901. ſquare feetc.

fubftr.from the before found 1292130 .

there remaines

1009229. ſquare feetc.
Thus
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Thusthen the heptagon to be fortificd containes as

before we found 1792175. ſquare feete, but within

the Rampire and the ſtreete or way next within the

Rampire it containes but 1292130 ſquare feete whereof

the ſtreetes and market place,amountto 282901.ſquare

fecte which deducted there remaines for the houſes and

other accommodations of the inhabitants, 1009229.

ſquare feete that is 10092 rods and 29 fcete ſquare.

Now we may aſigne for every houſe 1 o ſquarerods or

1000. ſquare feete, orſomething more or leſſe as the

preſent occaſion fhall require;and ſo this place is capa

1009 houſhoulds for deviding 1009229 feetc

by 1000, or 10092 rods-by 10, the quotient in either

is 1009. belides the fraction which here we regard

pable of

nota

CHAP. IIII.

To finde the quantity of the angles in all parts of a Fort

ofany runibır of ſidespropoſed .

IN
Y theſixteenth Axiome, a Fort isto confift

of at leaſt foure ſides, and by the cleventh

Axiome, the flanked angle of a bulwarke

ought tobeat the leaſt 60. degrees, there

fore in a regularFort of foure fides, theAanked angle

of cach bulwarke ought to be 60.degrecs, and confe.

quently the outward flanking angle muſtneedesbe150

degrees.

As in this figure let B. C. be one ſide of a ſquarë for

tificd with foure bulwarkes, one of which let bec.
N F.GI.
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N.F.G.M.T. Andſecing the flanked angle ofthis Buil

Wark F.G.H.is 60.degrees, thereforethe halfe thereof

R S

IL

N

BR
Р

C
a

T

IT

F.G.C. is 30. degrēcs, and 1. G.C. (bcing equall to

D. C.A. namely half the angleofthe tetragon) is4s .

degrees,therefore S.G.F. is Is. degrees, and the com

plement thereof S.F.G.75.degrees,whereto is equall

the angle I.M.G. which isthe halfe ofK.M. G.there.

fore the outward Aanking angle, K. M.G. is 150.de

grees,which was to be proved.

- And thus in a quadrangular Fort, the flanked angle is

60. degrees, and the outward flanking angle 150. de

grees; what theſe angles will be in other forts confi

fting of more fides we may finde by hclpe of theſe
thus.

Subſtra , the angle of theſquare namely go.degrees

fromthe angleofthe poligonon propoſed, halte the

remaineradde to theflanked angleof theſquare that is

to 60 -degrees,and fo you have theflanked angle ofthe

poligon propoſed : Alſo ſubſtract the foreſaydhalfere .

mainerfrom the flanking angle of the ſquare, namely

from iso.degrees,and that which remaines isthe flan

king angle of the poligonon propoſed.

I. Exam ,
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1. Example of a Pentagon.

The angle atthe perimeter is

from which ſubſtr: the angle ofthe ſquare,

there rémaines

the halfe whereof

added to theflanked angle of the ſquare

givesthe flanked angleofthe pentagon

And from the flanking angle of the ſquare,

fubftracting the aforeſayd

remaines the flanking angle of the pentagon ,

180.d.

90.

i 18 .

9 .

60.d.

69.

150.d.

96 :

IqI. ,

2. Example of a Hexagon.

Fromtheangle ofthe hexagon being ,

fubftract the angle oftheſquare,

and there remaines

the halfe , whereof

added tothe flanked angle oftheſquare,

makes the flanked angle of an hexagon,

and rom theAanking angle of the ſquare

ſubſtracting the foreſayd,

remaines the flanking angleof an hexagon,

120.d.

99

30.

IS .

60.

75.

ISO.

IS.

135 .

And thus proceeding in the uſe we frall finde that

the flanked angle will not be go.degrees, tillwecome

to a Fort oftwelve fidcs .

Now theflanked angle ofa bulwarkebeing givenwe

may thereby cometo the knowledge of all the other

angles requiſire to be knowne,
D

As
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Р

Asin this figure let B C be the ſide ofa Pentagon ,whoſe ..

angle atthe Center is (by the i . ch . B AC72. d.có.

the halfwhereof is CAD. 36. .00

the complementthereof, De 1.540 00

now admit the angle ofthe bulwark , FGH. 69, 00 .

the halfe thereof FGC. 34 • 30.

ſubſtracted from SGCbeingequallto DC 1:54 oo.

remaines theinward flanking angle SG F.-19.30

equall to FP Nthe compl . of either SFG. 70. 30.

fubftracted from two rightapgles,
180,00

leavesthe angleof the Thoulder
N FG109 30.

Againe theſame angle SFG or IMG. 70. 30 .

doubled ,givesthe outward flan . ang. K MG. 141. 00 .

Laſtly from twörightangles,
180, 00.

ſubſtr. half the angle of the poligong BCA. 54. 00.

remaines the angle,
D GG .126. 00.

K
G

R I Shai.

:L F

B
0 TAP

с

H

S
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1

And
inte



But ifyou would have the flanked angle ofthe Bulworke foto en.

creaſe,thatfor an Octagon it might be a right angle,then make the

flanked angle, two third parts oftheangle ofthepoligonpropofed ,

as is done in the Table following, but for any poligon ofabove

eight ſides,let the Aanked angle be a right angle.

09180p

Siga ochosadagali cabi .

algnegigns trigi cantona

A Table ofthedimenſions of the angles obſerved in For:

tifying any RegularPoligon from the Tetragon
to the O & agon, ſo increaſing that the flanked angle

of theOctagon isa right angle .

e Poligons the number of their ſides
APIE

4

S
n

6
7 8

OS

I

8

deg deg .deg deg. deg..

Angte at the Center BAC 90 72 60 51445

Thalfetheangle at theCenter- IAG . 45 36 30 25 22 }

the angle of the Poligon BCE. 90 108 120 128 135
E

the flanked angle FGH. 60 72 80 85 90

halfe the angle of the Poligon - BCA. 45.54 60647 671

812 halfe the flanked angle - 01 - FGC. 30 36 40 42 45.

the inward. flanking angle
80 SGF. 15 18 20 21 22

to which adding a right angle
80 90 90 901900

the angle ofthe ſhoulder NFG. 105 108 110 III 112

the angle oppoſite to thebead -lineGFC. 55 58 60 613 625

the angle oppoſite to the front--- FCG . 95 86 80 75 725

the compl. of śG F.namely - SFG. 75 72 70 687 67

the ontmard flanking angle - KMG. 150 144140 1371 | 135

theangle forming the flanke ---FCN . 40 40 40 40 40

3

ES
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A Table ofthe dimenſions of the angles obſerved in fortifying

any regularPoligon from the Square, to a figure of

12. fides, ſo increaſing that the flanked angle
thereof is a right angle.

odlozhodlagi dosld

Poligons the number of their ſides 4:56 7 867.

9

10 II I2

90

8

deg. deg.deg. deg. deg.deg.deg. deg . deg.

BAC.
90172 605 45 40 36/32 30

BCE.
90 108 120128 135 140 144 147+1 150

BCA .
45 5460 647 67 70 72 7377 75

IS 15 15 15 15 15 15

Angle at the Center

Angle of the Poligon

halfesheangleofthepoligon
whereunto adde

3

2

IS 15

90

The flanked angle --- FGH. 6069 75 79 82 85 87 8811 90

halfe the flanked angle - FGC. 3034 : 37 : 3912 412422434452 45

luward flanking angleFPN.or S GF.IS 1922 5245* 265 +7328 329?: 30

which added toa right angle 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90,

Angleofthe ſhoulder - NFG. 105 109,112,1141411611711811915 120

Angle oppoſite to the head-line GFC. 55159 162 644 66-67 , 68, 6931 70

Angle oppoſite to the front FCG. 9586 80 75 72470 68 664 65

the complement of SG F.namely SFG. 75170267 ; 65 8 63:62 61 601 60

the outward flanking angle- KMG: 150141135 1303127 125|123 121 120

the angle forming the flanke - FCN . 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40

2

11

VO
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And thus for any Aanked angle poppoſed wec

may finde the quantities of every of the other an.

gles.

Butfor any poligon propoſed weemay more com

pendiouſly ſetdowne the angles of the bulwarkesand
all the other angles after the forme of this example

following, remembring that if the poligon havemore

than 12. lides, you make the angle of the bulwarke

a right angle.

d .

To half theangleofthepoligon BC A. 3.4.06.

addealwayes ( 15.60

theſummeisthe flancked angle * FGH . 69. 00.

the halfe whereof F GG. 34. 30 .

ſubitr.from halfthe angle of thë polig. B CA: 54. 00.

leaves theinward flanking angle, 8 GF. 19.30 .

whoſe complement is SFG . 70 , 30 .

which ſubftra &ted from two rightangles, 180.00 .

leaves the angle of the ſhoulder
GFN.109.30.

and the ſame complementS F G or
IMG.

70. 30 .

doubled is che outward Aanking angle.K MG.141.00.

3

The angle forming the flanke, namely the angle

F.C. N. may bealwayes about 40 degrees. And ac,

'cordingtothis rule is thctable followingmade.

1

D2
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CHAP. V.

Ofthe quantitie ofthecurtaines,Flankes,Fronts,Gorges,

andotherſidesandlines in regular Forts of any number

of fedes propoſed .

T is not of neceſſity that the angles in

Forts fhould be exactly ſuch as arefound

and ſet down by the foregoing Rule,but

they may be ſomethingmoreorlefle, as the

place or other occaſions ſhall require : But firſt ſup

poſing them to be ſuch, wewill ſhew how to deter

mine the quantity of the ſides and lines of a Fort

accordingly both by examples and tables for that

purpoſe.

PROB L IM .
I.

72 .

The length of the Curtaine, and of thefrontof the Bule

warkegiven, to finde pobat theother ſides and lines

Mouldbe.

Sin this regularPentagonallFort, and ſo in others,

Picne die may

rods the Curtaine may be about 42 , rods and the Front.

about 28. as is before noted in the 17. Axiome. And

that the proportion ofthe Aanke to the Gorge maybee

about 6. to 7. let the angle forming the flanke bec

40. degrees.
Thusthen the Curtaine is O N.420.foote.

the Front of the Bulwarke FG.280. toote.

And
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And the angle forming the Flanke

And let the Flanked angle be

K R

FCN.40 .dog

FGH.69.deg.

I SS.

PS
P

eiod

fe

H.

T

75

tus 01.09

:

A

Thenwill the other angles be found by the firſt rule of

the foregoing chapter tobe ſuch as areexprefícd in the

formerof the two tables: but the fidcs we finde thus.

In theright angled triangle SG F. by 3. caſe of plaine
triangles Isay.

As Radim is in proportion

to the front of the Bulwarke -FG 280 feetc 2,44915.

"So fincihe inward flanking angle.- -S.SGF. 19. deg. 36. 9,52350.

'to the line SF. 93.47 . , 1,97069.

Againeby the fame..

As Radius is in proportion

to the frontofthe bulwarke F G. 280. feete, 2 , 44715 .

ſo finecompl.the inward Aanking angle-- 5.6.SG F.19.deg.30.9,97435.

to the line SG. 263: 941 2,421 50.

Wheretoadding halfe the Curtaine -8 l, 210,

D 3 the
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i G. 473. 94.the lumme is the line

which doubled is the ſide of the out.

ward poligonon, or the diſtance of

diamond points of the bulvvarkes --- -KG, 947, 88.

InT A G. by the fecond asje of plainetriangles.

Asfinehalfetheangle at the Center 5.1G:36.d.06. 923073.
to hal ethe fideofthe outward pentagon

LG 473,94 . 2,97572

So is Radius improportion 1

to the Semidiameter of the outward pentagon AG.866.31, 2, 90650

Intheſame by thefirſtcaſe of plainetriangles.

As line halfe,the angle at theCenter A. 36. d.o
.
,

to the ſideof ghe ow:war
d pent

agon
IG . 473. 94. * 2, 67572.

roline compl. hálf the angle atthe Center —SÓ6. 1 & G , 36.00. 9 ;90796.

to the perpendicularof the outward

pentagon
-A1.652. 32, 2 ,81446.

nos

.

In FCG , bythe eighth case of plaine triangles:

ato eleline of the allglé nuostre:G :66.dic . ,20166.
is in proportion to the Frontit -RG. 280.1 i 2, 44715.

lo fine halbe the linked angle mit S. F G C. 34 :36,09975313:

to the line FC. 158.98.
2 , 20134.

INI
S.Min theſametriangleFCG by the samecafe.

As the line ofthe angle 5. FCG , 86.d. 06. 1 , 00106

is in proport, to the front F G 280.4%
2,44715.

ſo is the line of the angle s -GFC: 59:36 . 9,935,327

to thehead line CG . 241.84 . 2,38353.

which ſubftra & ed from the ſemidiam . AG . 806. 31.

thereremaines the ſemidiameter

ofthe inwardpentagon

13

ةفشنمه.47.4.

.

Intbe triangleFCN. by the thirdcaſe.

' As Radius is in proportion

to the line before found -F C. 158.98 . - 2 , 20134

--fo fine theangle forming the flankenos.FCN. 40.06. 92,80807.

FŃ , 102. 19. 2, 00941,

Whereto

to the flanke
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SF.93: 47.

88425 .

wherсto adding the line firf found

wehave thediftance of the pentagons N r ---- ID.195.66.

which ſubftra & ed from the perpendicular A1: 632632...

there remaines thc perpendicular of the

inward pentagon
A D. 456.66...

Inthe triangle FNC bythe shird caſco

As Radius is in proportion

to the line before found 158.98 12,20134 .

fo Gne compl. the angle forming the flankos.C.FCN.40.d.00 2

to theGorge line Nc :121.78. 2,08559.

whereto adding halfethe Curtaine DN : 210.

we have the line D C.331,78,

whịch doubled is the ſide of the inward

pentagon
-B C , 663: 56 .

in thetriangle FPN. by the firſtcaſe.
As fane the inward flanking angle -S.FPN. 19.d. 36.- ; 47650,

is in proportion to the flanke -2,00941.
ſo find compl.the inward flank : angles.c "02.19 .

- .

line PN. 288.58,

which fubftract from the Curtaincu ON -410.
2.9 460 26 ,

remaines the fecond flanker OP.131: 42 .

in the triangle RO G. by the fifth caſe.

To the linc before found.

Adding the Curtainc

we have the line
RG, 683.94...

Fir .

SG . 263.94

ON. 420 .

ID , 195.66, 770850,

R $6.683. 97. 2, 83502.

As the line ROor

is to that line

fois Radius in proporcion

to the tangof theangk
1.R0.6.74-62, 1095435 2

Secondly.

As the fine of that angle

is in proportion to the line

fois Radiusin proportion

to the longeſtline of defence

3. RO G.74. d. 62,01709. 1

RG. 683.94. enth 2, 83502

O G. 7112.4 2,85213 .
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41

100

>

In likefortwemight findethe distances DM.PM & c

Touching the fractions in this and all other examples

they areas we have before fayd decimall foas the number

bofore the prické fignifies ſomany integers, the figurebe

hindthe pricke,ſomany tenthsof a unite as 711.4. laſt

before ſignifies 7111 fecte, Jo 711.41.fignifies711

andthelikeisto be underſtood of all otbers.

2.Example.

In the ſame pentagonall figurc , let theſeparts be as before ,

namely the Curcaine . ON. 420. foote.

- the frontof thebulwarke FG, 280 ,

the angleformingthe flanke FC N.40.d.

and let the flanked angleof the bulwarke be F G H 72.d.

Then willtheother, angles be found by the ſecond rule of

the foregoingchapter to beſuch as are thereexpreffedinthe

Latterof thetwotables,andthe ſideswe finde asbefore, in

the triangle SGF.

As Radius is in proportion

to the front of the bulwarke . FG. 28'0 . fcote. 2, 44715 .

ſo fine the inward Hanking angle 5. SG F. 18.d.60: 9,48998,

to the line
SF .86.52, 1, 93713.

In the ſametriangle SGF.

. ! :: :: :: - '

As Radias isin proportion

to the frontof the bulwarke FG , 280, 2, 44715.

So fine compl. the inward flanking angle.- S.C. SGF.18 – 06. 9 , 97821 .

to the line
SG 266.29-2, 42536.

whereunto addding halfe rhe Curtaine. S l. 210

the ſumme is thelines
-IG . 476. 29.

which doubled is thediſtance of the angular

points of the bulwarkes
16.952058.

In
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In the triangle IAG.

As Anehalfe the angle at the center S14G : 36. d. 06. ,23078.

to halfe the ſide of the outward pentagon IG. 476.29.2967787.

So is Radim in proportion to the

Scmidiametloftheoutward pentagon -AG.8 to . 31. - 2,90865

In the-fametriangle:
' ?Ying

re
7:12 : Ini ambar orange

As Gine halfe theangle as the cenčer - sI AG. 36. doó. 323078.

to the ſide of theoutward pen cagoh G476.29. 3,67787.

fo se compl.halfetheangle at the center - 5.c.*? * G 36.06.9,90796 .

to the greater perpendiculer
5 : 41,655.56. 2,81665.

In the triangle FC G.
, nisi. 21

Asthefineoftheangle
க S.FCG . 86 d . 06. 200106 ,

is in proportion toʻche Front FG .
2,4471 ),

co fine halfethe Asokéd angle -.FGC 36.06.9,76922.

to the line
-FC 164 98.2,21743

E IN

..(;;_,.ܝܐ܂f,ܨ
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In the ſametriangleFCG :

As the fine of the angle S , F.CG. 86.d.oó. 200106.

is in proportion to the front
mismos FG 280.omgton 2344715.

fo is the line ofthe angle 6. G F C.58.00.9,92842.

to the head -line CG. 238.03, 2,37663.,
Which ſubftraded from the femidiani. * AG . 81031,

thereremaines,the ſemidiameter
of the inner pentagon

AC.572. 28 .

In the triangle FCN.

!

AsRadids is in proportion

to the line before found F C. 164. 98. 2,21743 .

fo line theangle forming the flanke- -s. FCN. 40.0.06. 9,808 07.

to the Aanke FN. 106. os. 2,02550,

whereto adding the line firſt found S.F. 86. 52.

we have the diſtance ofthe pentag.SN or -ID. 1920 57.

which fubftra & ed from theperpendicular
A1.655. 56 .

leaves the perpend of the inwardpentagon **** 0.462,99.

s . In the triangle FNC: is

As Radius is in proportion
os

to the line beforefound
F G 164, 982,21743.

So fine comp. the angle forming the Alanke-S.CFC N. 40.0.06.9,88425.

to the Gorge line
N.C. 126. 38. 2,10168.

whereuntoadding half the curtaine -D N. 210,

fummo is the likes -Do. 336.38.

whichdoubled is theGde of theinward :9104

Pentagon * BG. 692.7.6 .

In the triangle FPN .

As fine the inward Aankingangle 3 , FP . 18.d. có. 9, S10 % .

is in proportiontothe flanke FN . 106.95. 2,03550,

jofine comp.the iuward flanking angle ÇFPN.18.00.9,97821

PN . 336.39.295 3313.

which lubftra & ed from the curtaine.

remaires the ſecond flanke OP. 93.610,

to the line

ON. 420 .
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In the triangle ROG.
Tothe line before found

- SG: 266.29 .

adding the curtaine
DN420 .

we have the line G.606. 29

then

2.74.0.020:

هيفو

As the line ROOM 1 D. 192.57in 72541 .

is to that line RG. 686.29. 2, 83651,

fo is Radius in proportion

to the tangent of the angle T.RO G. 74.d.20.10, 55193,

Secondly.

As the line of thatangle S.RO'G . 74. d. 26. 9,01646 .

is in proportion to theline RG 686. 29 , 2,83651.
;

fo is Radim in proportion

to thelongeſt line of defence
OG. 712. 80, 285297.

il :

3. Example.

In this Tetragonalor quadrangular Fort following

Let the length ofthe curtainebe . ON.43. r. 07 420.f.
the front of thebalworke be FG.28.r, or 280, f .

theangleforming the flanke
***FCN. 40. d. oó.

the flanked angleofthe bulwerke FGH . 60.d. oo .

Then willthe other anglèsbëfoundby eitherofthe
rulesChapter4 : to befuchas-are expreffed ineitherof

the twotables there: andfor finding the ſideswepro
ceed as before thus.

i

..

In thetriangle SGK.
pie

As Rádius isinproportion

to the front of the bulworke F G.:80.foote, 2 ,44715.

lo fine the inward Banking angle siSGF.is.d.06.9.41300 .

to the line SF.72.47.- 1,86015.

E2
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In the sametriangle SGF.

AsRadius is in proportion

to the front of the bulwarke - F G.280.foote, 2 , 44715..

ſo fine comp. theinward flanking angle - S.C. SG F. 15.00.9,98494.

to the line SG 270.45 . 2, 43.09.

whereunto adding halfe the Curtaine
SI . 210.

the ſumme is theline LIG. 480, 4513

which doubled isthe Gde of the outward

tetragon
KG.960.90

in the triangle I AG.

As fine halfe theangle ar the center
s. 1 AG. 45. d . 06. 0.15051

to halfe the fide of the outward tetragon- IG . 480.45.2,68365.

So is Ronjas in proportion to the ; :

femidiamet. of theoutward tetragon AG, 679.46.2983216 .)

In theſametriangle

Asfinçhalfe theangle at the center- -S. I AG .45. 106. 0,15051,

to half the fide of the outward tetragon IG,1480.45. 2,68165.

fo fine compl. halfe the angle at the cenrer - 5.C.1 AG. 45.00.9,84949.

to the greater perpendiculer A1480.45. 2,68 1651

In
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-

In thetriangleFCG .

Aschefine of the anale 8.FCG.95.d.oó: 0,05166, ' .

is in proportion tothe front maneca FG , 280 . 2, 44715 .

ſo Gone halfe the flanked angle S.F G C.30.0.06. 9.69897
to the line - F : .140,53 : 2,14778.

In theſame triangle FCG .

Asghe line of the angles -3.FCG.95.06.d.0,00166.

is in proportion to thefront -F G. 280. 2, 44715.

ſo is the line ofthe anglo -S, G F 6.55.d.o .. 9.91336.

to the head lines CG.230,2362, 36217 ..

which taken from the greater ſemidiameter AG.670.46.

remaines the leſſer femidiamcter

In the triangle FCN .

A C. 449. 23 •

As.Radiusis in proportion

to the line before found F C. 140.d. 53'. 2. 14778;

fo fine the angle forming the flanke- s . F C N. 40.d. 00, 9,80807.

to the flanke -F N.90. 33. 1,95585.

whereunto adding the line first found
SF. 72.47 .

we hive the diſtance of the two tetrag...KGand B.C. 162.80.

which fubftra & ed from the perpend.
Al . 480.45 .

there remaines the perpendicuber of

sheinward retragon AD.317.656.5

Inthe triangle FN C.

As Radius is in proportion

to'rhe line before found.- FCi 140. 53.2,14778.

Sofine compl. the angle forming the flanke- S.C. F C N. 40.0.06. 9,88425.

tothe Gorge line
NC, 107.66 . 2,0320 3 .

whereuntoadding halfethe curtains DN. 210.

wehave the line -DC 317 66.

which doubled is the fide of the inward

tetragon BC: 635. 32:

E3 In ,
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In the triaugle FPN.

As line the inward Aanking angle & F PN, 15.d.oó. 0,58700 .

is inproportion to the flanke m FN. 90. 33.1,95585.

ſo fine compl. the inward flanking angle - S.C. FP N. 15. 00.9,98494.

to the line PN.337 . 13 : 2,5 2779 .
which ſubtracted from thecurtaine ,

remaines the ſecond Aanke O P.82.87.

ON .420 .

In the triangle ROG .

Tothelinebefore found

adding thecurtaine

ſumme is the lines

SG . 270.45.

ON .

RG.699.45.

4.20 .

Firft.

As the line R O or .
-ID . 162.80.7,78835.

is in proportion to the line -RG.690..45.2383913.

ſo is Radius inproportion

to the tangentof the angle tRO G.76.d.44.10,62748.

Secondly.

As the line ofthatangle -S. ROG.76.d. 4 * .0, 01675.

is in proportion to the line
RG . 690.45.1, 83953 .

ſo is Radius in proportion

to the fixed or longeſt line of defence O G.709642, 2, 8 5090.

4. Example.

Let therebe a heptagaizor figare of fevenfides.to be for

tified with bulworkes,& c.

Let the length of thecurtairebe ON.420, foote

the front of the bulwarke FG , 280,

she angle ofibebulwarke FGH.85.d.43 .

Then will the other angles be according to the ſe

cond
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cond rule andſecond table of the fourth Chap. and for

finding the ſides weproceedeas before ſaying.

K
$

G

P N

Bs.
.00 .

H
DARI

E ,

*

1
6
0
0
n
u

I
N
I

M
O
O
I

1.1.

In the triangle $GE.

As Radias is in proportion

to the frontof thebulworke FG . 280.

ſo fine the inward flankingangle S.SG F. 21.d. 26. 9.56279.

totheline -SF. 102. 31. 2300994 .

2, 44715.

IN
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Inthe ſametriangle SGF.

$ 1.210 .

As Radius is in proportion

to the front ofthebulworke. FO . 280.- 2,44715.

: . fo Gone compl. che inward flanking angle – S.C.SGP.25. 26.9,96388.

to the line SG . 260 ,63.2941603.

whereunto adding halfe the curtainc

the ſumme is the line - 16.470.63

which doubled is theGide of che

is outward heptagon -KG.941.- 26.

In the triangle IAG .

As Gine halfe che angle at the center s. I ÀG . 25:43. 0,36259.

to halfe che ſide oftheoutward heptagon - IG . 470.63. 2.67268..

fois Radius in proportion to the

femidiameter of the outward heptagon - -AG1084.61, 3,03527 .

in the fametriangle I AG.

As Gne halfe the angle at the center-SIA G. 25. d. 43.0,36259.

to halfe the ſide ofthe outward heptagon 16.470,63 :2 , 67268 .

ſo line compl. halfe the anzle at the center - S.C.I A G. 25 d. 43.9,95470.

to the greater perpendiculer A1.977.17. 2,98997 .

In the triangle FCG.

As the fine ofthe angle S. F CG.75.d.43.0,01364.

isin proportion to the front F.G. 280 . 2,447 15 .

fo fine halfe the flanked angle. s. F G C. 42.51.4. 9.83261.

to the line FC. 196.52 2,29340.

In theſametriangle FCG.

"As the line of theangle S.FCG.15.0.43.0,01364.
is in proportion to the front F G. 280-2, 447 15.

ſo is the line ofthe angle -as. GF6,61.d.26.9194362.

to the head -line CG . 253.75.2940441 .

which taken from the greater ſemidiameter- AG . 1984.61 .

there remaines the ſemid oftheinvvard hepiagon---AC, 830,86,

is
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In the triangle PCN .

AS Rodius is in proportion

coche line before found FC. 196.52.1, 39340 .

få fine the angle forrning the flanke- S.F C N.40.0.06.9, 8o8og.

to che Hanke -F N.126.32. 2,10147 .

whereto adding the line firſt found SF. 102 31.

ſumme is the diſtance of the heptagons -I D. 228.63 ..

which ſubſtracted fromthe perpend .. A 1.977.17 .

there remaines the perpendicular

of the inward heptagon
AD. 748.55.

In the triangle FNC.

As Radius is in proportion

to the line before found -FC. 196.52.2, 29340.

ſo fine compl. the angle forming the flanke-- S.C.FC.N. 40.d.00.9,88.424.

to the Gorge- line N Ç . 150.54.2,17761.
whereunto adding halfe the curtaine D N. 210.

we have the line DC.360.34

which doubled is the fide of the inward

pentagon -B C.721.08.

Inthe triangle FP. N. : -

As fine the in " ard Alanking angle ------S.FPN.: 1. d. 26.0,43721.

is in proportion to the flanke -FN. 126, 32, 2,10147.

ſo fine compl. the inward Parking angles.c. F PN.21.26.9.96888.

is in proportion to theline PN .321. 78.2550756

which lubftragted from the curtaine ON .420.00.

remaines ehe ſecond flanke OP . 98. 22.

Laſtly, in thetriangle ROG.

To theline before fourd in SG . 26063. 17

adding the curtaine

the ſumme is the line -RG.680,63,

ON . 420.

F Then
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Tbon First

ID . 228.63.7;64089.*

AG . 680.63 . 2, 83291.

As the line R O or

is in proportion to thae line

fois Radius in proportio:1

to the rangentof the angle t. R.O G. 71.26 . 10,47 378

secondly..

As the line of that angle.

is in proportion to the line.

fo is Radius in proportion

to the fixed or longeſt line of defence

-s; RO G.71: 26.0*02321,

RG. 68. 63. 2,83291.

R0.718.00. 2,89612.

.

And after the forme of theſe examples,you may

determine the quantities of the fides, and lines of

Forts ofany other number of fides ,under or above.
twelve.

5. Examples

Laſtly, iw a Quindecagon of fifteeneequall ſides and

angles, let theſe partsbeas before,namely:

The Curtaine
ON.43.rods.

The front of the bulworke F G.28. rods.

The angle forming the flanke––– EC N-40.doó:

And sheflanked angle of the bulworke. F G H.90.d. oó..

Thenwillthe other angles be as followeth .

Theangle at thecenter ofthe poligon - B 4 C.24.d.06.

balfe the angleat the center is
DAC.Il. 00 .

whole compl.is balfe the angle of the poligon.BCA.58.00 .

whicle



ATable ofthedimenſions of anyRegular Fortification from the Tetragon to theDodecagon;

the flanked angle being halfe the angle of the Poligon , and 15. degrees.

4
Poligons the number of their fides

5 6 7 . 8 9 10 12II

3

TI

88
7

11

79

109. 2
I1414

I1912

1:28 - 29

120

40 40

4 ? Oo

•29013b 2001gb degrees. degrees. degrees.degrees . degrees. degrees. degrees. degrees. degrees.

The angle of the Poligon -BCE. 90
108 I 20 1284

135 140 144 147 150

60
FGH.

The flanked angle of thebalworke
69 75

824
795 85 87 90

Theangleofthe fhoulder NFG . 105 II2 116 117 118 I 20

The inward flanking angle SGF.
IS 19 22 2414 26 27 30

The outward flankingangle KM G. 150
141 135 130 / 127 I 25 123 121 +

-FCN .
The angleforming the flanke--

40 40 40 40 40
40 40

007DOT rod.cent rod.cent rod . centrod.centrod.cent rod.cent rod. cent rod. ccntrod.cent

The Curtaine
ON . 4200 4200 4200 4200 42 421001.4200 4.2oo.

The front of the bulworke
FG . 28 00 2800 2800 28 oo 2800 2800 28 00 28 oo 28 00

The Gorge-line manNC. DO 77 12 18132614 1 2 14 | 83 IS 42 15 93 16 36 1073

The semidiameter of theinner Poligon AC . 44 92 56 45 68 3260 94 93 63 106 49 119 49 1132 5745 80

Theſideofthe inner Poligon - LBC.635366 36.6852 70/24 71 66 72 84 73 85 74 7175 47
Theperpendicular of the inner peligen- -AD. 31 76 45 67 59 3472 90

7290 86 50 100 06 113 64 127 20 140 83

The Semidiameter of the outerpoligon AG . 67 95 80 63 93 74107 05 120 50 124/02 147 59 161 16/17483

The ſide of the outer Poligon - KG . 96 09 94 79 93749290 92 22 9167 91 21
90 83 90 50

Theperpendicular of theoutter Poligon - A 1.480465 2381 189642111 32 1:25 93 140 37 154 | 63168 87

The diſtance of the poligons - DI. 16 2.8 1957 2184 23152 24 83 2587 26 7227 43 28/04

The flanke II 13 1185 12 44 12 94 12 3613 72 34 04

The head - line CG . 2302 24 1825 26 II 26 87 27 53 28 10

The ſhoulder from the Center , - FC . 14 05 15 90 1731 19 36 2013 20 79 21 35 218s

The ſecond flanke O Pes 8 129 1313 12 15 13 16 14 16 + 771 1724 / 17:39 1756 17/68

7 helongeſt line of defence O G. 7094 71 14 71 30171 43 7155/71 67 71,77771 867194)

FN . 9.03 IO 22

28 59
22

29 03

I8 | 43



ATable ofthe dimenſions ofany Regular Forrification from theTetragons
to the Octagon; the flanked anglebeing parts of the angle ofthe Poligon.serta

Poligons the number oftheir fides 4 5 6
7 8

85

2901
degrees. degrees. degrees. degrees. degrees.

The angle of the Poligon BCE. 90. Yo8
I20 1284 135

Theflankedangle of thebulworke FGH. 60 72 80
90

The angle of thefhoulder NFG . IOS 108 Ιοο ITY 112
The inward flanking angle

SGF. In 18 20 21 22

The outward flanking angle KMG. ISO 144 140 1374 135

The angleforming theflanke FCN .
40 40

09 . bor

40 40

DOT rod.cent rod.lcent rod . centrod.cent rod.Icent

The Curtaine

• ON.42 1842 42 42 42

Thefrontof thebulworke FG . 28 28 28 28 28

The Gorge- line
NC. 1077 12 64 14 00 1505 1590

The semidiameter of the inner Poligox -AC . 44 92 57123 7000 8309 96 43

The fideof the inner Paligon -- BC. 6353 67 28 700o
72 II 73 | 80

The perpendicalar of the inner poligon- AD. 3176 46130 60 5774 86 89 09
89 09

The Semidiameter of theouterPoligon A G.6795 81 |03 94 62 108 46 12247

The ſide ofthe outcr Poligon KG.96 0995.26 94 62 94 13 93 741

Theperpendicular of the outter Poligon AI. 48 04 65 56 81 94 | 971 72 113 15

Thediſtance of thepoligons DI. 162819 26 21 32 2286 24 06

The flanke loFN . 1903 1060 | 11 75
II 12 63 13 34

The head - line
CG.23 @223 80 24 62 25 37.26 04

Theſhoulder from the Center
FC . 1405 16 50118 28 19 15

Theſecond flanke OP. 829936
972 9 82 9179

The longeſt line of defence - OG . 70 94 71 28 71 56 71.80
720o

20 76
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which doubled isthe angle of thepoligon- BCE.156.d.oó.

And feeing the flanked ang ofthebulwork FGH.90.00

balfe the flankedangle >
FGC.45.00 .

taken from halfethe angleof thepoligon
BCA.78.00.

leaves the inwardflanking angle
SGF. 33.00 .

wbereunto adding a right angle. - 90.00 .

thefommeis theangle oftheſhoulder NFG.123.00.

from which thec of the an.forming the flankNFC,50.00 ,

reftstheangle oppoſitetothe head-line GFC. 73.00 .

tombichadding halfeshe flanked angle. FGC.45.00.

the funimeis
-118.00.

which ſubftracted from two right angles. 180.00 .

remaines ihe angle oppoſite to the front FCG,62.00.

alfozber.oftbeinward Aanking angle is- SFG.57.00.

whichdoubledis the ontward Hankingang. K MG.114.00.

O 'Having thus ſet downe the angles; the ſides and

thep linesare found , as in the foure examples before

going, which therefore we paſſe over, and willnext

exhibite in two tables, the lines (which wehave before

ſhewed to calculate) in a Fort of any number of fides,

from the tetragon to the dodecagon, according to the

angles found by either of the two rules ofthe fourth

chapter.

F2

u

$
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In thefetables we have ſer downe the meaſures of

the principall lines in Forts, in rods and centelmes or

hundreth parts of rods, accounting ( as wehave before

fayd Chap. 1. ) 10. foote to a rod,orin rods, feetcand

tcath parts of tecre, thus 70194 is 70 rods and 94.

ccatolmes of a rod that is 70 rodsorit is 70. rods,

g foote and 4 tenthesof afoote,and the like is to be

underftood ofthereſt.

0

Many other ſuch cables might be ſet downe for fe

verall proportions uſed in fortification, but feeing the

Arithmeticallway ofcalculating themby Logarithmes

is ſo eage, itfhallbe lufficient to thew ſomeof them ,

for which purpoſewe will fet dowac certaine queſti

Onsout of Samuel Marolois his Fortification , and fome

cthers, wherein alſo you mayobſerve the

tie that is in theſe operationsbyLogarithmes in com

pariſon of choſc formerly u.cd by naturall fines, tan
gcots, andſecants.

great facilis

CH AP. VI.

.

Problemes or Queſtions, touching ſuchvariousproportions:

As are ormaybeafedin Fortification,

Queſt: I.

Et there be a ſquare,the fede thereof BC.comu.

tajming 35 parts, and let this ſquare be for..

tified with bulworkes , ſo as the Gorge-line

N C. may be 7 of thoſe parts; the curtaine

ON.
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ON 21. and the flanke N F. 5 parts,andlet the front

of the bulworke be in arightlinewith thefixedlineof

defence, whichline of defence suppoſe to be 60. rods, I

demand the quantityoftheangles, and of the parts of
this. Forte

Here then in the right angled triangle 0 F N. thë

curtaine 0.N. being 2.1. parts, and the flanke N F. S.

parts, we may finde the angles, ſaying

Ú

К. G

U F

BE

$

As theflanke FN.5. parts.9,30107

is in proportion10 Radios

So is the curtaine ON.2 1.parts.1,3222 .

to thetangent of the angle— t. OFN:76 :36 :3: 10,62328

whereto is equall the angle . IMG.76.36 .

which donblédisthe out flanking an.K MG.153.136

alſo the complement of O F N is- FON. 13:24 .

alloF 3
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alfо theangle IGM.13.24.

which taken frombalfe theangle

of the tetragon namelyfrom . w IG 1.45.00.

there remaines balf the flinked Angle.FGC.31.36.

which doubled is theAanked angle - FGH.63.13.

againe to theinward flankingangle - IG M.13.24.

addinga right angle 90.00 ,

wehave the angle of the ſhoulder-NFG.103.24.

Now then in the triangle OGC. We have the fixed

line ofdefence O G. 600.foote, and the angles; for

the obtuſoangle oCG . is the complement of halfe the

anglcofthe tetragon DC A.to 180. degrees.

2

As fine halfe the angle of the tetragon , -S. DCA.45.d. oó. O , 1505.

to the fixed line of defence -O G.600, foote, 2,778 2.

ſo find theinward flanking angle S. GOC, 13.d , 24. 9:3650.

to the head - line &C. 196, 6, 2,2937 .

in the ſametriangle for O.C.

As fine halfe the angleof the tetragona
s . DCA . 45.0 ob. 0,1505.

to the line of defence OG 600. foote, 2,7782.

ſo fine halfe the flanked angle s.OG. 31. 36. 9.7193 .

to the curtaine, and Gorge line O C. 444.7 . 2,6480,

the fourth thereof is the Gorge N C. III . 2.

the reſidue is the curtaine ON . 333.5.

Alſo the ſumme of O c and NC is the

fde of theinvard tetragon . -B 0.555.8 .

a leventh part whereofis the flanke --- NF. 79. 4.

Intheright angled triangle O F N for OF.

As the finc oftheangle
S.OFN. 76.d. 36'.0,01 20 .

is the proportion to the curtaine. ON . 333.5.2,5231.

fois Radius to the diſtance of the ſhoulder
LO F. 342. 8. 295351.

which taken from the line ofdefence O G. 600,

leaves the front of the bulvporke FG . 257. 3 .

In
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racoIN tbe triangle ADC for A C.

Againe halfe the fide of the tetragon is
D C. 377.9 .

whereto is equallthe perpendicular
AD ,277.9.

wherefore

A's halfe the angle of the tetragon -S.DC 4.45d.od . 9 , 15050

is to the perpendicular AD . 277.g. 2,4439 .

So is Radius in proportion to the

femidiameter of theinward cerragon AC . 393. 0. 5944 .

whereuoto adding the head -line CG . 196,6,

we hay: the ſemidiameter of the

ontward tetragon AG . 589. 6.

Inthe triangle IGA.

As Radius is inproportionto the
ſemidiameter of the outward tetragon AG. 889.6.2,7706.

ſo Gne halfe the angle of the tetragon 5.1GA. 45. 66. 9 ;8495.

t the perpendicular Al. 416.9 . 2,6201..

fromwhich taking the perpendic.. AD. 277.96

reſts the diſtance of the tetragons -ID. 139.0.

allo to A 1 isequall IG.416.9.

which doubled is theGde of the

outward tetragon KG.833 , 8 .

Queft. . II.

Litthe curtaine be in proportion to the Gorge - line as 3 to

1. andtheGorge-line to theflanke,46 740 5: and let the

front of the bulworkebeina rightline, with the line of

defence,which line of defence suppoſe to be.6o rods, I

demand the quantity of the angles and of the parts of
the Fort

This queſtion is in effect the ſame with the for
mer .

Quefto



DAT Queft. III.....

In a quadrangular fortreffe, let the curtaine be fouré

times ſomuch asthe Gorge-bine, and let thegorgé-line

be equall to the flanke, and letthe line of defence be 60.

rods,and agree withthe frontof the bulworke, what

fhallbetheangles and ſides ofſuch a Fortreffe ?

In the triangle FON.$

As the Curtaine ON . 4. parts. 9,3979 .

isin proportion toXadias.

So is the flanke
-FN. 1. part. 0,0000 .

totangtheinward flanking angle L. FON . 14 d . 62, 9,3979.

which ſubſtracted from halfe the angle

ofthe tetragon Gc.4.d.oó.

leaves halfe cheflanked angle FGC. 30.58.
which doubled is the flanked angle. F G c . 63. 56.

Againethecompl. of FON orIGM . is
IMG 75.58.

which doubled is the outward Hanking angleKMG. 151.96.

Laſtly to theinward flanking angle FON . 14.02.

adding a right angle
-90,00.

we have the angle of the ſhoulder... -NEG. 104,02.

K I.

L .

B lo N

-H

Then
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tothe curtaine and gorge.line T.S.FGC.30.58. 97114 :

Then for thefedes dwoad fire in thetriangle OGC.

As fine halfe theangle of the tetragon Was.IDCA:45.06.dos o $.

to the fired line ofdefence How@ G.600, footas1982

"To fine ahe inward flankingangleuds, GOG. 04.03.19 ;3847 .

to thehead linc G
G205-8,2,3134

theferit le OGC.

Asfine theangleOCG or the stations.DC 2.45: 00 ,0 ;rsos.

to the line ofdefence- O G. 600 ,foote , 2, 7782,

ſo Gine halfe the flanked angle -S . F G C. .

O C. 436.6. 2,6401,

the fift part whereof ische gorge- linc

NC 872NF.87.3.

and fubltracting N from @CCfinala

Abercrçadainesthe surtaine ON .

In the triangle FON.
:

As fine compl.the inward flanking angle - S.C.FO N.14.d.62. 0,01325

is in proportion to the curtainc ON . 349. 2. 225431.

fois Radius is proportion

to the diſtance of the ſhoulder.
O F. 360. 2, 5563.

which ſubftra & ed from the line of defense OG . 600 .

there remaines thefront FO.140.

Againcifweaddekaffe-the ciſtaine 74.6.

to the gorgc-line NC.67.

the fumme is theline De 119.

whereto is equall the perpendicular AD 261.9.

andthe ſideDCdoubled is the fide

ofthe inward tetragon
-B4.523.8.

triangle

As fine halfe the angle of the tetragon- S.DC A.45.d. oó, o.1sos.

to the perpendicular -AD. 261. 9. 224182.

fois Radiusinproportion to the si nabasen

femidiamertofthe award tetragon
1912us to g1208 dicinonlnios,

whereugtoaddingthe lead-time

we havethe fettidiameter of the grytward tetragon - G.shalo :

G

2013 CG .2
S:376.

ciereward
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Inthe triangleIĄ G

As Radiusisin proportion to the 11.139.

femidiameter of the outvvard tetragon AG.576.2372,7606

fo fine halfethe angleofthe tetragon IG 4. 45.00. 9,8495.

to theperpendiculer 11.407.4.2,6 107,

frontwhich ſubftra& ing. A D. 261.9 .

remainesthediſtanceof the tetragons D 7. 145. 5o .
Lafly Albeing here equall to IG.407.4 .

which doubled is the ſide of the outward-cetragonit. KG, 814.98 399

يلشنشش

Queſt. IIII.

Let there be a quadrangulár Fort whoſe longeſt line

ofdefence O G admit to be 600 foote,the flanked

angle-FGH 60 degreesandthe angliFGN á fourth

part ofthe flanked anglesamely: 15 degrees, what are

the otherdimenſions ofſuch a Fort ?
eri, 24.095 item

2.040 psi

KK r . GE

L

B.

Herochenhalfetheflanked angle? FGC. 30.0.06.

ralen from halfethe angleof tbctetragon IG 4. 45.0 ?r .

leaves theinward flánkingiangle
IG M.18.bono : ;

whereto is equall -FON.IS, 00 .

the complican eitheris -ING.75.00,

which
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which doubled is theoutward Aanking angle - KMG.150.00.

and if rothe engleF O Niwe adde 90.०० .

we hive dic angle of the thoulder --- NFG . 105.00 ,

lafly ſubſtrating the angle N G C. 55.09,

from halfthe angle of the tetragon DCA.45.00.

theresimaines the angle GʻNC . 30,00.

p12 tothetriangle GC 10211

As Gne balfe the angle of the tetragen -S,D'C 4 : 45.d. 06.0,150 $.

to the fixed line of defence OG. 600, foote. 27 778 2 .

ſo is Gne the inward Alanking aggle $ GO C. 15.00. 9.4130 .

co the head-line ..C.G. 2 ! 9.6. 2,3407.

,-...1។ * រាង ១ ***

In the fame triangle.

>

As Ginehaltetheangleof the tetragon.
is to the fixed line ofdefence

fo is fine halfe the flanked angle

to the curcaine andone gorge -line

-8,D C 4:45. , 06.8,950 $

-OG.800.foote .2,7782.

5.064.38,499,699% .

061424. 3. 2,6277 •

Intbe triangleGNC.

As the line of the angle - -s. GNC. 30.0.06. 0,30 10 .
is to the head line . G G. 219.6. 2,3417.

fo is the fine of the angle s. N G C.I9.06. 9 , 4130.

to the gorgc- line NC. 1:13 . 7. 2,05570

whichſubſtra & edfrom the line

there remsines the curtainc
ON.310.6.

o C. 424.3 :

3

In the triangleFON:

As Radiasis in proportiori

to the curtainsi

ſo tang . themward flankingångle.

to the flanks

OʻN . 310.6.

tF0 Nai :
: 06 1 :49

12
0

9,4280..

FN. 83.2.1,920 %.

G2
Ol..

odb*
Guitzo emawis gniada!

SCH
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هنملد

.00 703
}

,057,1

1. 万 ;

In the fametriangler

As fine the inwardBanking angle * FởNg. , có 9,187

is in proportionto the Ainko FN. 83 , 2. 1.0102.

rois Radius in proportion

to the diſtance oftheMouky0F.3 21.5.2 507 2 .

which taken from the line of dclence OG.600 .

fervesale fronpefubebulyorken FG.278.5

. - Iris07.0012 ;

07.0.0.1.04 In the triangle ADC.
... ! )

And ifunto halfe thecurtaine . DN.155 :32

weadde the gorge-linc. NC. 113.7.

ehe ſumme is the line .
ĐC. 269.0. '

whereto is equall the perpendicular -AD. 269.o.
Allotheline D C doubled is the Gide

oftheifward rectagon BC . 538.0
::91001.00

At time halfe shtangleofthe tetragon , DCA.45.d. 06. 0,1505,

gasbe perpendiculer A D. 26gvo. 2,4300.

ſo is Radius inproportion toche:

ſemidiameterofthe inwardetragon
A C.380 4: 2,8805.;

whereunto adding thehead- linie... CG.219.6 .

vre have the ſemidiameter of the
Oucyvard tetragon

AG.600..0 ,

܀ܐܳܢܳܗܐܳܠ

In the triangle IGA

As Radius is in proportion to the

femidiameter oftheoutward tetragon AG.600: 2,778
fo fine halfe the angle ofthe cerragon

$. ! GA.45.d. 06.9.8495,
to the perpendiculer---

41.424.3. 2,6276.0
fromwhich fubftracting the perpends

MAD. 269.0 ,

refts the diſtance of the tetragcns
I D. 48

Lafly, 1G , ( which is equallto A 1) doubledis

the side ofthe outward tetragon
KG. 848.

Weſet dgwne the meaſurēs of the parts in feetē ,

and conth parts of fecte , that being alwayes or for the

molt
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18,4

moſt part fufficient,butwhen youdefirë morčexta

nefſe, you mayuſe thelogarithmés, totheeightplaces,

or untolixeplaces asin this next queſtion wehave

donc..

...!
Queft. V.

In this figure of a Pentagonal Fert, let the flankedangle

be 69. degrees and let the angle FG N be a fourth

part thereof,namely 17.d. 15 '. and the flankeFN. 10 ..

rodsand 8 foote; and the CurtaineON36.rodsz- Idee

mandthequantityofeach part of fuch a Fort ?

: . :

: 51 . a .

buir San

S
GRihnin

m
e
t
o
d
o

10

ܐ܀܆

32 , - ܕ܂܃܂ܕ܀ܘܙܕܘܗܸܢ
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.

From halfe the angle ofthepentagon =*** IGA$ 4.d. d.

fubfra& haligkhenAlankedAngleTG6134:39
seitstheinward flanking angle IG or

which added to a right angle 90 .

NFG . 109.30.makes the angle oftheſhoulder

And if from half the angle of the
NGC, 17.d. 15 .

pentagon we ſubftract the anzle

chere remaines the angle-
-GNC. 36.45.

whoſe complement is
FNG.53.18.

Firft then in the triangleFPN .

av..

As Gnc the inward Aanking angle S.FRN.19.d. 30 '. 0,47650.

is in proportion to the funke
FN, 10% , toote. 2 , 03,342.

so Gnc compl. the ſameangle
S.C,FP N , 19.30.9,97435.

tothe part of the curtaine -P N. 304.98.2948427 .

whichſubfra &ted from the curçaine ON 360

chake remaines the ſecond flanke
LOR. SS . .

2
In thetriangle FGN .

As the fincofthe angle.
S.FGN.17. d. 15.0,52791.

FN. 108. fogte. 2,03342.is in proportion to the Hanke

Co is the lineoftheangler
6.FNG.53.d.is': 9,90377.

in proporcion to thefront -F - G . 291. 85. 2 ,46510 .

In the sametriangles

As the line of the angle S. FĀ
N

, 17d. 15
.0,52

791

;

is in propor
tion

to theAanke
FN.108. footca.2,03342.

ſo fine the angleofthe shoulder that is

Gne compl.the inward flanking angle -S.C.FPN.1930 9,97435 .

to the diftance -N G. 343.30.2953568.

In the triangleNGC.

Aslae halfe the angle ofthepentagon -S , D C A. 94.d.oó.9,09204.

to the diftance before found --NG. 343. 30.2, 53568 .

fo lines of thedanked angle
sNGC.17.19347209 .

to the gorge-line A C.125.84.2, 09981.
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In the fameTriangle.: 45

As fine halfe the angle of the pentagon 4.DC 1.94.d. 06. 0,09204 .

is in proportion to the fayd dilance N & .343.30.2, 53568 .

ſo the finc oftheangle -s.GNC. 36.45.9,77694 .

to the head -line CG : 253.90.2, 40466 .

In the triangle OGN .

As the lumineof O N and NG 270 3:30. 7,15286 .

is to the difference of O Nand N G 16,70. 1,22272.

Cotang halfe the angle GNC 0.18.d. 22'. * 9,52136.

to the tangent ofthe difference 00.27 3 :7,89694.

which added makes the angle... OG N.18.2.49.
* 318,310wh rs1 aicina

Secondly. .. ::

As the fine ofthat angle s.OG N. 18.d.49'10,49118.,

isin proportion to the curtaine ON . 360.- 2,55630 ,

ſothe fine ofthe angle -s . GNC. 36.d. 45':9,77694.

to the longeſt line ofdefence
OʻG.667.46.2,8244 %,

دنتشا

In the triangleADC.

Halfe thecurtaine is DN. 180 foote.

and the gorge.lincis
Inc. 125.84.

the ſammeofsheſe
– DC: 365, 84.

which doubled is theſide of thciaward pentagon BC,611.67 .

Astang. Iialfé the angle at the center- -t. D A C.36. d . 06.9,13813 ,

to balfe the ſide of the inward pentagon DC. 305 84.2948549.

fo is Radius ja proportion to the lates

the leſſer perpendiculer AD.420.94.-2,63422

in the same triangle de la

As fine halfe the angle at thecenter S.DAC.z6d.06.0, 23078,

to halfe the fide ofthe inward pentagon D 6.305.89 2,48549 !!!

fois Radius in proportion to the

femidiameter of the inwardpentagon AC: 520 : 32. 2,71627.

whereto adding the head -line . -CG. 253.90.

we have the femid.ofche outward pentag: AG.774.22. -
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Intbe triangle TGA.
b.܂ܪ.ܞܐ.܀܂9(,.; )

AD Radiasisinproportion tothe

ſcaridizmet. of the oueward porragon

ſo Gne halfe the angle at the center

co the line

which doubled,is the fide of the outward

-pentagon

ad !!

13 !imi ça's 121

AG1723. 2; 8 % 886.

SLAG. dood. 9,469427

16.455.08.7,65808.

KG; 910.6.
1

Inthe ſametriangle. 1

As Radiusimin proportion to the
femidiamet.ofthe outwardpentagon AG.774.22, 2, 88886.

So fine bakeche angleofthe pentagon 6.16.4.4.4.06.9,90796,
to the perpendicules

.
AD . 420.94 ..fromwhich (ubftra & ing the perpend

chere renaing the diftance of thepentagons --D , 205.42

2.

،هدم۳هب....

DAR

Quelt. V1.
,-0.21

InthehexagonallFortfollowing; Let thefrontof thebila

warke be in proportion to the curtaine do 2 to 3.and to

the flanke, as 5 to 3. And let the distance ofthedis

mond pointsofthe bulworkes KG.be 84. rods, and the

flankedangle ofthebulworke, 75. d. Iwould know the

fronts, curtaines andotherlinesoffucheFort?
-Ant

AntonFromhalfe the angleofthehexagon

takehalfe cbe flanked angle

reifts the inward flankingangle

whole completeparis

SGC ,60.d.o .

FGC. 37. 30 ..

SG F.22.30 .

SF G. 64.308 $

:0:16 - Sisse

Firft

?? " sajG 3

܂:ܬ
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Firft then is the triangle S FG

As Radius is in proportion

to the front of the bulworke

ſo the line of the angle

to the line

whereuatoadding halfethecurtainc

we have the line

F.G. 2.parts,o, 3010.

S. FG. 67.d. 36. 9 , 9656.

-SG. 1.8478, 0,2666 .

-DN. I. 5000 .

16.3.3478.

Which being halfe the diſtance of the diamond

points of the Bulworkes K G. is by ſuppofition I G.42.

roddes or 420. fecte.

R S G

nnogaining

T

B 0

H
As
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As the line I G. in parts

is to the front F G. in parts

ſo is the ſame line, iG. in feege

to the fayd front F G in feete.

IG. 3.3:478.co.ar. 9,47524 .

FG.2 parts. 0 , 30103

- IG . 420 feete . -2,62325 .

F G.250.9. 2,3995.2 .

As the front in parts

is to thecurtaine in parts

ſo is the frontin feece

to the curtaine in feete

F G 2. 9,6990 .

ON: 3.0, 4771.

--FG.250.9 . 2,3995.

ON . 376.4. 2,5756.

As the front in parts FG. 5. 9. 2010 .

is to theflanke in parts FN . 2. og 301.0 .

foisthefront in fecte. -F G.250.9.293995 .

to the Aanke in feere F N. 100.4. 2,001go

In the triangleSGF.
As Radius is in proportion

tothe front ofthe bulworke . FG . 250.9 2g 3995

lo finethe invvard flanking angle S., $ G F. 22.d. 30.9,5828 .

to the line SF.960. 1,9823 .

whereto adding thefanske FN ,100. 4.7

we have the diftance of the hexagons N S.or CV, 196.4.

Inthe triangle VGC.

Asuinte halfe the angle the hexagons N S. or---- CV.60.d.00.0,0625 .

to the distance of the nexagonsNsor BC. 196.4. 2, 2931.

fois Radius in proportion

to the head -line - G. 226.8. 2,3556.

And as

KG 840 .

AG.840.

CG.226.8.

AC. 613.2.

The fide of the outward hexagon is

fo is the ſemidiamer, of the ſaquehexagon-,

from which ſubſtracting thehead -line

refts the ſemid of the inward hexagon.

whereto is equall the fide of the

inward hexagon

the halfe whereof is

from which ſubftra & ing Talfe the curtaine

there remaincs the Gorge-line

BC,613. 2.

D C. 3 06. 6.

MATO D N. 188.2.

N C.11.8 , 4 .
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In the triangle AD C.

As Radius is in proportion to the

femidiameterof the inward hexagonA & C.613.2. 2, 7876 .

To fine halfe chie angle ofthe hexagon S.DC A. 6o. d . 00. 9,9375.

tothe perpendicular
CAD. 531.1.2,7251.

de, asbefore.

pastora **

Queft. VII.

Letthere be a hexangular Fort, and let the diftanceofthe

diamond paints of thebulmorkes be 86 reds 4- foote,the

Curtaine 38 rods 4 foote, the Agrike Io rods, andthe

flanked angleof thebalmorke 75.d . oó2 whatfhall bee

the fronts, the longeſt andſhorteſt lines of defence,the

gorges cndother parts of this fort?

Queſt. VIII.

In a hexangular fort, let the Gorge-line be in Proportion

to the flanke, as 10.107. and to the ſide ofthe inward

hexagon as 2,to 9.and let the ſecond flankebe in pro

protion to thefirſt, as 6. to 7. andthelongeſt limeofde.

fence72.50ds: what ſhall be the other parts of ſuch a

Fort ?

!

Queſt. IX.

In a fort of 6.fides, the frontbeing 29. rods, and the cur.

taine in proportion to the front as 4. to 3. and the angle

formingthe flanke 49.d. 1demand the otherdimenſions

of ſuch a fori ?

H2 Queſt.
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Queft. X. '

In afort of fixefides, admit theflanked angleof the bal.
worke tobe 80. d. and the front in proportion to the

curtaineAs 2.10 3.And let the frontbe 29.rods,andthe

angle forming the flanke 40. degrees : what are the dia

menſions oftheother parts offuch a Fort ?

Queſt. XI.

Thereis a regular fort of 7 , bulworkeswhoſe flanke is Iz.

rods, and thediſtance of the angularpoints of its bul

morkes is 86.rods.4.foote, and theflankedangle ofthe

bulworke . 80. d . Iwould know theother dimenſions of

this heptagon fuppofing the ſecond flanke to be 12.
rods ?

K R
I

5 G
LED .....

Bleanno N
ale

H

A
M
M
A
L
K
M
A
N
N
A

M
A
R
A
M
I
N
AI

M
A
A
N
A

Here
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Here according to the third chapter I finde

the angle at the centerof the heptagon ... ma BAC. 31. d . 26. fere .

the halfe thereof amore
A.D.A.C. 25.43 .

whoſe complem.is halfe the angleofthe heptagon- D.C.A.64.17.

fromwhich ſubtra & ing halfe the flankedangleFGC. 40,000

there remaines the-inward flanking angle
IGP.24. 17 .

whereto is equall the angle G'P C. 24. 17.

the complement of either is PFNo
-SFG.65.43 .

whichdoubled is the outward flanking angle KMG.131,26.

Alſo the compt. of S FG.60 180.d.isthe angle of
the ſhoulder -N FG.114.17 .

Then for thefides, and firſtinthe triangle FPN .

As fine the inward Hanking angle S. FPN.24.d.17.0,3858,

is in proportionto theflanke -FN. 120. foote. 2,0792.

ſo is the fine ofthe angle . S. PE N.65.d.439,9598.

to the interfe & ion of thecurtaine PN , 266.0.2,4248

whereto adding the ſecond flanke
-OP.120,

We have the curtaine ON. 386,foote, fere .

In theſame triangle.

As fine the inwardflankingangle s. F P N, 24. d. 17. 0938593

is in proportion to the flanke -FN. 120. foote. 2,0792,

fo is Radius in proporcion

to the line --- PF.291.8.2, 4651...

-

In the triangle SGF:

Fromthe Gideof theoutward heptagon - KG, 864.

ſubſtra & ing the curtaine R S or ON. 386 .

there remaines the ſumme of K Rand SG : 478.

the halfe whereofis thelinem SG.139.

Asthe line of theangle - S FG.65.d.43'.0,0402
.

is in proportion to the line SG. 239. foote, 2, 3784.
ſo fine the inward flanking angle. 8 , SGF, 24.17 . 9,61414

tothe line
SF.107.8 . 2,0327 .

whichadded to the flanke. NF.120.

gives thediſtance of the heptagons -N S, 227 , 8,

н3.
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In the same triangle.

As the line oftheangle
S.SFG.63.d. 43.0, 0402,

is in proportion to the line SG . 239. 2,3784,

ſo is Radim in proportion

to the front of the bulworke F G.262. 2. 2, 4186.

whereto addingthe line beforefound PF.291.8 .

we have the Ahorteſt line ofdefence-a. G. $ 54. e.

.

In the triangle GP C.

As Gnc halfe the angle ofthe heptagon -S . DCA.64.d. 17. 0 , 0453.

is in proportion to the line PG . 554. 2 , 7435 .

Lolinethe inwardAanking angle SGPC.24. 17.9,6141.

to the head-line CG . 252.9. 2,403 ° .

In the ſame triangle.

As finehalfe theangle of the heptagon - S ,DC 4.64. d. 17.0,0453.

to the ſhorteſt line of defence PG . 554. 2, 7435.

fo is the line of halfe che flanked aogle- s. P G C.40 d.ob. 9, '8081 .

to the line PC. 395. 3. 2, 5469.

from which fubftra & ing the line—
PN. 266.

there remaines the gorge- line N C. 129.3 .

In the triangle I A G.

As Gnehalfethe angle at the enter
S. I AG ,25.d.43.0,3626 .

to halfe the ſideofthe outward heptagon -IG . 432. 2,6355.

fo is Radius in proportion to the

femidiamet. of ihe outward hep :agon AG.995,6,2,9981.

from which ſubſtracting thc head-line
CG , 252.9 .

leaves the ſemid. ofshe inward heptagon
AC.742.7.

If furtheryou deſire the fixed line of defence OG .

you have the rightangle triangle, o RG . the bafe RG.

635. feete,and the perpendiculer O R.227.8 . whereby

og. is eafily found by the firſt caſe of plaine trian

gles.
Queſt.
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Qučlt. XII.

There is oregular Fort of7.ſodes,whoſe flankeis a 11.rods,

the diftance oftheangular points of the bulworkes, 87 .

rods, the flanked angle of the bulworke 80. d. I would

know the other parts of this fort, fuppofing the ſecond

flanke to be 9. rods ?

Queſt. XIII.

Thereis a heptangular Fort, whore Gorge-line is 14. rods,

the flanke 12.rods, and the curtaine 38. rods : I dea

mandthe quantity of theotherparts of ſuch a ſepiangu

lar fort,the flanked angle of its balmorke being 79 %

degrees ?

Queft. XIIIT.

Thereisa regular Fort of7.bulworkes theflanked angle of

eachbulworkebeing 86. deg. and the front being 29.

Tods, is inproportion to the Curtaine as 2.10 3. the an .

gle forming the flanke, FC No admit to be 40. degrees:

I wouldknow the dimenſions of the otherparts ofſucha

Fort

liiQueft. xy .

Inafort of eightangles, let the flanke be 14.'rods, the

front 29.rods, the purtaine 43. rods, the flanked angle

of thebulworke yo.deg.what arethe otherparts of ſuch

a fort ?

Queft.
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2

Queſt. XVI.

[ N * fort of eightſides, let the Aanke be 13. rods, the fe

cond flanke 12. rods, the diſtance of theangular points

of the bulworkes 92. rods, theAanked angle 8 2. deg.

36. what ſhallbe the curtaines,fronts, gorges,andother

parts of ſuch a fort ?

Queſt. XVII.

Let theflanked angleofthebulwerke be90. deg, the angle

forming the flankeFCN. 40. deg. and let the front

be in proportion to the curtaine as 2. to 3; fuppofing

then the front tobe 24. rods; what ſhallbethe other

parts of ſuch a fort of 8.fides.

Queft. XVIII.

Let therebe a fort of 9. bulworkes, whoſe curtaine let be.

39 rods, the front of each bulworke 26, the flanke 13

rods: whatſhall be the other parts of ſuchafortreffe,

suppoſing the flanked angle of each bulworketo be 85 .

degrees ?

4

Queſt. XIX .

In a fortof 9, fodes, let the flanked angle be 85.deg. the

Shortef line ofdefence 60. rods, the longeſt line ofdea

fence72. rods. idemand the quantities of the other

parts of fucbafort, Sappoſing the Gorge-line to be in

proportionto theflanke as4.7033

Queſt .
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Queft. xx.

There is a fort of nine fides,whoſe flanked angle.: 85.deg.

theſhortest line ofdefence ſcowring thefront 60. rods,

and the longeſt line of defence drawne from the flanke

72.rods,the perpendicular from theangularpointofthe

bulworke to the flinke-extended G.isequall to the die

ftance of theoutward and inpard Nonagons SN. and

either of them in proportion to the ſide of the outward

nonagon, as 2 to 7. what ſhall be the other parts of ſuch

a fort ?

risis
Queft. XXI.

Admit that ofsregular førthavingtenfides the flanked

angle be 87. deg. the Gorge-line in proportion to the

flanke, as4.60 3. and the linesofdefence, namely the

Jhorteſt 60. rods, and the longeſt 72.rods: what willbe

the otherparts of ſuch a fort ?

Queft. XXII.

Againeadmit in ſuch a forttheflankedangle be 87. deg:

the fixed lineofdefence 72. rods, the flanke 13. rods,

and thegorge-line 18. rods; there is required theother

parts of ſuch a fort:

Queſt. XXIII....

In a fort of aelevenfides, letthe front be in proportion to

the curtaine, as 2.10 3.Andthe gorge -line tothe flanke ,

A6 4 to 3. and let the diſtance of the angular points of

the bulworkesbego.rods, andtheflanked angle ofthe
I bulworkc
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bulworke 88 deg. I would know the other parts of

such a fort !

8
Queft. xxiiii.

I# fach a Fort, let thefrontbe ix .proportion to the curtaine

as 3 103. and the gorge- line to theflanki,w 8. 105.and

let thefixedline of defencebe 72. rods :what ſhallbethe

other partsof ſuch aFort; the angle of the bulworke be

ing 88 degrees ?

Queſt. XXV.

Inafort of 12.fides let the flankebe 14. rodds, the front:

28.rods, and the curtaine 42. rods, andthe flankedan

gle of the bulworke 90. deg. and let she other parts of

Juch a fortbe required :

Queſt. XXVI.

In a fort of 12: fides,let theſhorteſt line of defence ſcomon

ring the frontbe 54. rodsandthe longest line of defence

72.rods, and let the gorge-linebe in proportiontothe

flanke, as:4.to 3. andtheflanked angle of the bulwar ke

90. deg, what ſhallbethe otherparts of ſach a fort :

Queſt : XXVII

in ſuch a fort letthe flanked angle bearight angle, and ibe :

angle forming theflanke 38. deg. the front of the bula

worke 28.rods, and the longeſt line of deferice, 72.

rods; whatſhallbe the dimenfors ofthe other parts of

fach a fork ?

Sundry
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Sundry other ſuch queſtions orproblemes are and

maybe framed, according to the ſeverall proportions

uſed by ſeverall nationsand by ſundry men.

As Speckelims'affuming the lide oftheinward poligon

tobe 100. rods,would have the Curcaine tobe5o .and

the front40. and the flanke 15. rods.

The Italians ( according to theſame speckólius) make

thelide ofthepoligon to be forrified 80. rods.

Sonein the largeſt Fort would have the front 40 .

rods ina meane fort 35.and inthe leaſt 30. rodds. And

the curtaine in proportion to thefront,as 5 to 4. and.

the Aanke in proportiontothe frontas 2.tos.

Others dividing the ſideofthe poligon to be forti

fied into five parts, allow ofthoſe parts to the curtaine

3.to thefrontze totheAjoke that is of the cur

taine) ſothere is left tothe gorge.line on eitherfide

one parc. To theſe or any ot there thedoctrine of

trianglesmay beaptly applyed,and will eaſily reſolve

any queſtionsor Problemesincident according to the

exampleswehavebefore given.

Theſeverall formes cf foạtifying places, uſed by the

French, Spaniards, Hollanders, and Italians, according

to Sr. de Praiffac are as followeth.

I 2 THE
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zi .

THE FRENCH

FORTIFICATION .

A bethe
meters of the outward poligon, andKG, the fide

thereofwhich is alſo thediſtance ofthe anguler-points

ofthebulworks,then making the angle og A.and NK-A

( or which are the ſame OGC. and NKB) either of

them4s. deg, thewhole Aapked angle ofthe bulworke

R
mamm

ومو it

L
20 WO

p
o
r
t

G

#GH willbēgo. deg.that isa rightangle:And againe

ſubdividing the angles, FGC. and L K B. into two

cquall partsby the linc G NandK O drawby the inter.
fe &tions
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fe & ions ato: and N.the curtaine O‘N : and foo G.and

NX are the lines of defence, Towhich lines ofdes

fence, letting fall from the pointso.and N , the perpen

diculars Ó L and NW theyare the flankes; and LK.

and W G ,thefrontsof the bulworkes, in fuch fortsas

have not more than eight ſides; but in forts that have

more than eight fides,the flankes are perpendiculer to

the curtaines,as N. F.and thenthe front is F.G.

Here then according to this deſigne, knowingthe

numberofthe fides of the poligon, we may findeall

the angles, according tothemethodand examplefor

lowing, as ſuppoſetbisto bean Q & agen.

IMG:67:30.

ااو،انتو

Fromhalfethe angle of the poligon IĞ C.67.d.zó.

fubftracting halfe the flanked angle-- MGCi45.

thereseftsebe inwará flanking angle--IGM ,22. 30 .

whoſecomplementis theangle

which doxbled in the outward flanking an.KMG.135.co.

alſo fubftracting the angle 22.d. 30. ==NG C.23.30.

fromhalfe the angleofthepoligon
DCA.67.30

the rimaines the angle TGN C.45.00 .

wbofe complement isthe angle
ENG

alforbe compt. ofWGN.22.8.30:is - WNC.67.30 .

and thecomp.ofNOW.22.d.30.SHEWNO.6703108

Now if there be further the quantity of ſome one

of the fidesor lines détermined ; wemay finde the

reft . re :16071432

Asifthere were given thecurtaine 0 N.wee may in

the rightangled triangle Now findethefanke Nw .

and in the right angled triangle NWG. the front W G.
&.

I 3
So

oni-beylosis os

.22.10
1 :
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Soif there werëgiven thefront, W G. weemight

thencefindtheflankw N.and thence the curtaine 0N.

theatheline of defence 0 G. andlothe reft.

As fpuppoſe in this fore of 8 : Vides we determine

the line of defencerobe 72. roddes or720. foote.

+ sis

Tben firſt in the triangle O GN..

As the fine of the angleON G.or -S.GNC.45.06 . 0,1505.

to che line of defence OG.720 , foote, 2-8574.

ſolinea fourth - of the flanked angle. s.OG N. 22.1.30.94 5828.

tothe curtaine
TON. 389.7. 2,5907 .

In thetriangle OGC.

Asfine halfe theangle of the poligon s. DCA. 67, d .3ó:0,0344 .

to the line ofdeferice OG. 720. 2,8573 :

ro Gine halfc theflanked angle
$. O G C. 45.06.9,8495:

to the lines
00,551 2.7A İZ .

from which ſubſtracting the curtaine
ON . 389.7.

thereremaines theGorge -line NC. 161.4.

which added to halfe checurtainen DN . 194.8 .

the fumme is the line
D c . 356...

which doubled is the fide of the inward poligon . B C.712.4 .

.09.711) In the fame triangle:3.1949

As line halfetheangle of the poligon -s.DC 1.67.de 36.0,0344

tothe line ofdefence
OG.720, 2,8 57:3:

lo fine theinward flanking angle tri X GO G. 22.30. 95828..

to the Head - line CG . 298. 2. 2,4745.

In thetriangleNOW.U.

As Radius isin proportion

to the curtaine
-ON , 897,59ởi.

roline the inward flanking angle
S.NOW.22,30.9,9828 .

to the flanke
NW . 14921.2 , 1735.

1

In
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which taken from the line of defence

leaves the front ofthe bulworke

*
).

1 litbe sametriangle HT

As Radisun is in proportion

..osisto che Curtaine.
o N 897 2,597:

fo fine compl. the inward fanking angle - S.C. NON : 22.30 : 9,9656.

to the diſtance oftheſhoulder OW:360.0.295563.O G.720, 0 .

w G. 360.0.

Thefront is here one halfe of the line of defence,

becaufe the triangles o NW . and GNW.are equall and

Equiangle.
to 11:1 ..AI

C1 102

If furtheryou deſire the ſideofthe outward poligon

KG . wehave in the triangle K OG, the ſide of. bčing.

the lincof defence, and the angles.whereby wemay

findeK G. thehalfe whereof is IG. lothat in the right

angled triangle G 1 A. we have theanglesandone of

theſides 16.whereby wemayfinde theperpendicular

ofthe outward poligon, A t. and the femidiameterof

the ſameAG .

Or having before DC.wemightfinde AD.alſo AC.

and ſo A G.then 1G.laftly A 1.and ſo ID. which we

ſhall not necde to proſecute, having already givenſo .?

many examples.

LOTO rotondo Era . 05000

THE

bao
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THE SPANISH

FORTIFICATION

with Caſemates.

D
Ivide the ſide of the inward poligon B C. into 8 .

equallpares, and let theGorge- lines o B. andN C.

beeitherof them twoof thoſe parts, and the Aankes

O L.and N F. either of them one of thoſe parts,and

perpendicular to the curtaines ; and let the lines of

Sothys

Sale ...)

0.615.vo

.0.09 .

I-K

yanlar 10111 TT

2 ) STYLE

В.

SH

ji :

defence O G. andN K. be drawne from the angles of

the fankėsO. and N.by the ſhoulders F. and Z. till they
concurre with the head lines at the points G and K.

Ifthen thequantityof ſomeone of thcſc lincs be de

termi
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tērmined, we may finde the other ſides and angles of
ſucha fort.

As in this fort of fixefides, let theline of defence

OG.be 85. rods,and theother fides and angles requi

red; then foraſmuch as thecurtaine o N. is foure ſucla

parts as the flankeNF. is one therefore in the right aa

gled triangle 0F N. I ſay,

As the curtaine ON.4.parts. 9 , 3979.

is in proportion to Radius

so is theAanke NF.I. part. 0 , 0000.

totang. the angle L FON, 14. d . 62.993979.
•

equallto the inward Banking angle 16 M.14..

whoſe complement is the angle IMG.75.58.

which doubled is the outward Aanking angleKMG.151.56.
again theinward flanking angle -ựG ĐẠI4,0.

takenfrom halfc thc angle ofthe poligon IGA.60.0p .

leaves halfe che flanked angle -FGC 45.58 .

which doubled is the flanked angle. F GH. 91.56.

In the triangle GO.C..

As finehalf the angle of the poligon.

co the line of defence

ſo fine the inward flanking angle

to the head - line.

5. DCA. 60.d, 06.0,0625.

OG.950. foote,2 , 9294.

s . GO C. 14. d. 62. 9;3847.

CG . a38.foote, 2,3766,

in the fametriangle.

As Gne halfe the angle of the poligon s.DCA.60.0.06.0,0625 .

is to the lineofdefence OG 850. foote. 2 , 9294.

fo fine halfe the flanked gle 06 C. 45. $ 8 . 9,8367

O C.705.6 . 2,8486.

A third part whereof is the gorge-line N C. 235. 2a

which ſúbſtracted, remaines the curtaine
ON . 470.4.

halfe the gorge-line is the flanke NF. 117.6 .

K In

to the line
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in the triangle 0 FN. :

As the line of the angle / MG or s.O È N.75.d. 58'. 0,01323

is in proportion to the cártaine . ON.470.4. 2,67 24.

ro is line90. dior Radius

to the diſtance ofthe ſhoulder OF: 484. 9. 2,6856

which ſubaracted from the line of defence. OG, 850 , 7

there remaines the front
PG 365.1

Thus wemightproceedeto finde, Dietc. ito

1G. A 1. & c.but in this example being foran hexagon ,

C. is cquall to B C. and va G.to KG.

Without Caſemates.

Divide the ſide of the inward poligon B C. in

to 6.equall parts,and let thegorge-linesNC.and BO
and likewiſethe Aankes N F. and OL. be cvery of

them one ofthoſe parts, and thë, Bankes perpendicular
to the curtainē .

Ifthen the quantity of ſome one of theſe lines bēe .

determined in rods or feetc,we may finde the quantity

pfallthe other ſidesand angles,in ſuch a fort, as in the
formerexample.

K T
G

F

B

0

P AV

H.
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THE VENETIAN

FORTIFICATION .

Ake the Gorge -lines N C, and o B. and alſo the

flankes N F. and O L.övery of them a ſixth

part of the ſide of theinner poligonBC. that is a lixt

partofthe diſtance ofthecenters ofthebulworkes.

And further makethe ſecond Aankes O P. and 2N .

tobe either of themathird part of the curtaine ON ,

K I G

F

..

B :

P PIN H

n

o

In ſuch forts as havē notabove ſeven Gides but in thoſe

thathave more than ſeven ſides you maymake the ſer

cond flankes to be either of them one halfe of thecur

taine . . ;

K 2 The
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NC. 13

NF. 13•

The fide of the inner poligon B C. exceedes act

100, rods, nor is lefſe than 75. rods,

If thereforethe meaſure ofany of theſe parts be gi

venin rods or fecte , we may finde the quantity of the

other ſides and angles.

As admit the ſide ofthe inner poligon B C. to be 78 .

rods, and let there be required the other fides and an

gles : Then ſeeing

The fode ofthe inward poligon is. B C. 78. rods.

a fixtpart thereof isthe gorge- line

to which is equall the flanke

the ſum of them both doubled is thegorgeline- 26.

which taken from B C.leaves thecurtaineON.52.

a third partwhereof isthe ſecond flanke - OP.171
which doubled is the line

whereto adding the gorge-line

we have the lines

Thusthen in thč rightangle triangle. P.NF.

As the forefayd line PN. 346.7.734601.

is in proportion to Radius

fois ihe flanke FN.130.2,1139 .

tothe tangent oftheanglet.FPN.20.0.33 :9.5740.

whereto isequallthe angle IG M.26.33:

which ſubſtrated from halfetheangle of thepoligon

(which here ſuppoſe tobe a hexagon )I G A.60.d.có.
there remaines balfe the flanked angleF G C.39.27 .

which doubled is.the flanked angle- FGH.78.54.

alſo tothe angle beforefound FPN.20.4.33.

Adding a right angle or
90.d. oo .

webave the angleof theſhoulder-- NF G. 110.33 •

A N. 345.

NC. 13•

PC.47 $
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In the same trianglePNF.

As the Gne of the angle

is in proportion to theflanke

fois Radius

to theline

S. F'PN . 20.d. 33.0,4547 .

F N. 130. foote. 2,1139.

PF . 370.3 . 2,5686

In the triangle PGC:

As the line ofhalfe the flanked angle- -S.PG C. 39.d .27. 0,1969.

is in proportion to the line PC. 470. 7. 2,6727.

ſo line halfe the angle of the poligon S. DCA, 60, d .o.. 9,9375

to the ſhorteſt line of defence SPG.641. 4. 2,8071,

from which ſubftra & ing the line ----PF-370.3 .

there remaines the front FG.271.1.

And thuswe mightprocecdetofindethe perpendiculars
A D. andA I. andſo the diſtance of the poligons ID .

which cannot beobſcureto him that underftands the foro
merexamples , thereforewepaſſeover this.

The Fortification uſed by the Holanders, we have

before handledmorelargely

K 3 CHAP
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CHAP. VII.

of drawing theplatforme of Ført, and markingout

theſame or the ground, and of fitting an inſtrumentfor
1

that purpoſe.

Intend not here to handle all parts of the

Art of Fortification at large, that being donc

by others : but rather to Thew therein the

application or uſe of this new invention of

logarithmes inunfoldingtheprincipall myſteries of this

Art with muchmore eaſe and cxpedition then by any

way of like certainety formērly uſed : Yet becauſe

there is very little written of this ſubject in ourlan

guage ; and that thethingsweſhallafter ſpeake of may

be the better underſtood, I will give an example how

to delincatethe ground workë of a Fort firſt on paper,

and then how to ſtake or marke out the fame onthe

ground where ſuch a Fort is intended, and laſtly wee

Ihall ſpcake of the workes thatarctobe raiſed onſuch

a groundworke, and firſtfor the plat.

As admit it be required to draw the platforme ofa

regular Fort of axefides or bulworkes, according to

ſomeproportion aſſigned : Firſt thenyou may finde as

hath beforebeenē ſhewed, the angles ſides and other

lines in ſuch a Fort requiſite to be knowne, which ad

mit tobe as followëth, in rods, feetë, and tenth parts

of feete .

The
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2

6851 2

2

the}
I

o

fro.f.ten .

Thefemidiameter of theouter hexagon 9374

The ſideofthe outer hexages . 193714

Thehead.line 2 512

Thefemidiameterofthe innerhexagon

The ſide of theinnerhexagon as much
68 5 2

Thediſtance ofthe hexagons
18

The Gorge- line 13
6

Theflanke
III 3

The ſecondflanke 15

Thefixing or longestline of defence 7113

The Curtaine 142

The diſtancefrom the Center of the
173

bulworke to the ſhoulder

Thefront ofthe bulworkee
280

The angle of the bulworke admit tobe 75. deg. and the

other anglesanſwerable,then may we lay thefe downemas

ny ſeverallwages.

Take betweene the feete of your compaſſe upon a

diagonall ſcale, or other ſcale of equall parts, the ſe .

midiameter of the outer hexagon 93. 74. that is, 93.

rods, 7. foote, and 4. tenthesofa foote, or 93 ; rods

and 74.ccateſmes ofarod, and ſuppoſing4. to be the

center ofthe Fort, upon thepoint A. and diftance 4G :

deſcribe a circle,and becaufe the ſide of a hexagon is

equall to the femidiameter, fet in the circumference

theſamemeaſure 93.74. from G.to K ,and fog . isthe

diamond point ofone bulworke,and K.ofanother and

draw the lines A G. and AK. Then taking the ſemidia.

meter oftheinnerhexagon.68.52. ſet the ſamefrom

A.P B. and c.ro.B. and c.are the centers of two bul.

workes,
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workes,and drawing thêlineBC. [ etdowaćthegorge

line, 13. 16. from B.to 0.and from ( .to N. the reſiduc

ofwhich line namely ON. isthe curtainc, to whichon

thoſe parts O. andN. raiſe the perpendiculars, N. F.

and O. L. for the dankes ,which flankesmay be ſet off

K R I S G

L

M

P
B.

N
e

H

according to theforeſaydmeaſure of 11.13.orother
wiſe ſet off in the curtaine from O. to P. and from N.

to2 15.13. forthe ſecond dankes,anddrawing the

ſhorteſt line of defeAce PG.QK. they interſect the

perpendiculars raiſed for the firft flankes in the points

L. and F. and ſo is N. F. the fanke, F. G. the Front,

and in like fort wemay proceede, with the other ſides

ofthis Fort.

Othërwife having drawne the lineK G. ſet downe in

the
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the ſametheſide of the outer hexagon, 93.74. from

K to G. as before, which isthe diſtanceof the angular

points orheads of the bulworkes, then to the right line

K G. and to the points in the ſame K. and G. deſcribe

the angles B. K -G .and CG K. here in the preſent exam

ple, cachof 6o: deg .and in thelimesK. ,and G cafet
off from K. and G. 25.2.2. for the head. lines, whichi

ending at B. and C. thoſe points B.and c ,are thecen

ters of the bulworkes, wherefore drawing the lincBC.

proceede asbefore .

Otherwiſe let K. and G. be the angular points of

two of the bulworkes, draw the line K G.and onthe

pointsK.and G.deſcribethe anglesAKG. and AG K
(each in thisexample 60.deg.)and ſet off from x .
to B. and from G.to C. the head - lines K B. andG C.

drawing as before the line B C. then to the line BC. and

to the point in the ſame C. deſcribe the angle FCN.of

40. deg. alſoto the line GA. and to the point in the

ſame G.deſcribe halfe the Hanked angle F G C. which

is herë 37. deg. 36.andat the concourſe of theſe lines,

CF.andG F. namely at F.isthe ſhoulder fof the bul

worke, from which lettingfall to thecurtaine the per

pendicular F N. that line ? N.is the Aanke, N C.the

Gorge-line, N o.thecurtaine, FG. the front,& c . and

ſo are themore effenriall parts of this Fort deſcribed.

Sundryotherwayesmightbe ſhewed, which beingof

themſelves very calie, we over paffe; neither ſpeake

weofthe ſcałe,wbich may betheplaine ſcale orſector,

nor of taking the degrees, or parts on that ſcale, ſup

poſing you are already ſofarre initiated in Geometri.

call practiſes.

L of
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nict ofmarking itout onthe ground:
OLOVKA

In like fort,when you wouldmarkeout any ſuch Fort

on the ground, you may place your inſtrument there

whereyou intend thecenterofyour Fort, as at A , and

fromthence ſerout all theangles at thecenter, accor

dingto the number of the ſidesof that Fort, which in

this examplebeing 6 thofe anglesal'o are6. and every

of them 60. degrees, which angles ſet forth bythe

right lines, 4 K.AG,&c, and in every of thoſe right
lines meafareby achaine, divided and ſubdivided into

rods and feete, &c. the ſemidiameters of the outward

and inward poligons, which here are AC. 68.5.2: that

is 68.rods;5. foore, and2. tenthes of a foote, andAG,

93.7.4. fetting ſtakes at the end of thoſe meaſures,

and theſeare thediſtances of the centers , and heads or

angularpoiatsof every bulworke, from the center of

theFort; and being all ſtaked out, if you will examine

yourworke, youmaymealure round about from ſtake

to ſtake, the ſides of the outer and inner poligons or of

theouterpoligononely,forthe line onthe ground from

the ſtakearK. totheſtake atG. is the ſide of the outer

poligon, and the linefrom the ſtake at Bito tharatc.is

the ſide of the inner poligon. You may therefore

placeyour inſtrument at the ſtake c . and thereby draw

a line on the ground FC. makirg the angle forming the

flanke namely the angle , FCB. 49. deg. and theline

F C. (in this example) 17.3. 1. and there ſer a fake at

F. for one ſhoulder of the bulworke. Or otherwiſe

from the ſtake C. towardsthe ſtake at B. meaſure the

Gorge-line C N. (here 13 : 2.6. ) and ſera fake ar N...
for
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for theend of the curtaine, from which meaſuring for .

wards, cowards B. 15.1. 3. thac is 15. rods, !. foole,

3. teaths of a foote, further to Q there drive a ſtake,

terminating the ſecond flanke, and doe the like from

the ſtake at B.towardsC. then from the ſtake at the an

gularpoint of the bulworke G. meaſure towardsthe

Itake at P: 28. rods,and theredrive aſtake at F. from

whichthe Aanke fallsperpendicularly to N. and in like

lort youmay ſet outthe other halfe of the bulworke,

KLOB, and ſo is thereone lide oftheFort Ataked out,

the other ſides arealltobe ſet out after the ſameman

ner . !:oOL . 9t!

1 Willis

Thefameanotherway.

Otherwiſelet K. and G. repreſent two ſtakes on the

ground, where you intendthall be theheads or angular

points oftwo bulworkes, then placing yourinſtrument

at G.by helpe thereofyoumayline outonthe ground,

half theangle of thepoligonKG4. which in this ex :

ample of anhexagon, is 60.deg. alſohalfe the angle

ofthebulworke, FGC.which here is 3 7. deg, 36. and

in the line Get mcafure thehead- linç G C. ſettinga

ſtake at C.for the center of the bulworkę, the like you

may doc from K drivinga fake atB.the center of that

bulworke. Then placingyour inſtrumentat C. ſtrikea

line on the ground F C. making withtheline BC.anag

gle of40.d. and where it concurres with the line G F.

namely at F. there drive a {take for that ſhoulder

of thebulworke, and fromE. letfall by your inftru

menta line on the ground FN. perpeadicular to the

line BC- and the like youmay doe from B.andL. And

L2 thus

1
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$

thusthe linesbetweene the ſtakes GF and L. doé

limit the fronts, the lines from theſtakes F N. and LO..

theAankes, the linesbetweenethe ſtakes N C. and BO .

theGorge lines, and from 0.to N. the curtains, and in

like ſort youmay proceede, withall the other ſides of

this hexagon, and ſo of anyother figure.

** Sundry other wayesfor lyning out aFort, might be

préfcribed, which hethat is exerciſed in Geometricall

menſurations, will ofhimſelfe eaſily conceive.

But beforeyou begin to breakcground, examineall

the parts which you have thus ſtaked out, bythe other

meaſures ſet downe in thetables ofthe fifth chapter, or

by the parts calculated ,as we have beforethewed, and

confideralldiligentlyaweekeormore iftimewill per

mit, thatſo if any thing maybe amended, it may bee

done beforeyouproceed any further.
!

: The Inſtrument fitteſt for lyning out a Fort is the

Theodetite, or ſomeother inſtrumentof that nature, the

limbe thereofbeing divided into degreesandeveryde

gree fabdivided into 6. 10. 12. 20: 30.0r60.parts,

that ſoyou may readily count thëminutes. The diame.

ter of your Theodelitemay be two foote or more, ef

pecially if it beof wood, butthey are commonly made

much leſſe, and the degreesinthem ,as alſo in ſemicir

cles,quadrants,andthe like , fubdivided by diagonals,

the intermediate circles of thoſe diagonalls , being

equally diſtant one from another, which iserronious,

eſpecially if the inſtrumentbeſmall, the ſpaces great,

and the diagonallbroad: and becauſe this crrour isve

ry common, and nor touched by any fo farre as I

know, it will not bee altogether impertinent in this

place

1
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place to fhew how by plainē trianglês it may berc.
tormed .

Te fubdividethe degrees, or other partsof the Thcodelite,

Jemicircle, quadrant, orother circumference, by dia

gonalſcale.

D

Let AB. be the femidiameter of the outermoft circle

A F.the femidiamiter of the innermoſt,and I would dis

vide the arch B : C . or the

angke B’AG. into two
В Е с

equallparts, by the di.

agonallB F , there is re

quired the ſemidiame

ter of the intermediate

circle, cutting the dia .

gonall B F. ſo as the

parts of it may fubtend

equall angles atA. di

videthe arch BC. into

two equall parts in the

point E. and draw the

right linë A E, which

interſects the diagonall

B'F.in the pointD. then

doethe parts of the dia

gonallline B D. and D F. fübtendequallanglès,namely
BAD , and D AF. if therefore on the center A. and

diſtance A D. there be a circledeſcribed it will cutthe

diagonall B F. as isrequired.

But to finde this diſtancë orfemidiameterAD. by the

Doctrine of triangles; firſt having determined the
greatcß

A

13
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grčatēft and leaſt ſemidiameters A B. and AF. and their

contained angleB AF. we may finde by the tenth caſe

ofplainetriangles the angle AB F. which being known

wehave in the triangleABD. the ſideA B.and the

anglesABD.and DĀBowherefore by theeighth caſe we

may finde the fideuD. andſo youmayproceede by

the fayd eighth caſe to finde the femidiameters of any

other intermediate circles for dividing the angle BAF.

into as many equall parts as youwill.

Example

1

Let the semidiameter of the ontermoſt circle AB. be

fixe inches (ofwhichſize they are often madein braffe) and

Suppoſing every inch to containe-rooo. parts this is6000 .

parts; and let the femidiameter of the innermoſt circle

AF.be 4. inches or 4000. parts, andthe archB C or the

angle B A C. ore digree, which we would divide into

twelve equall parts,bya diagonal, roshat every part mag

befive minutes.

I ſay then

As the ſumme ofthe ſemidiameters....

is in proportion to their difference

ſo the
tang ofthe halfc lumine

to chęcangentof an angle

which ſubftraded there remaines

ABait. AE. 10000, 6, 00000 ,

AB.- A F.,2000, 3 , 30103.

to z . FitB..89.0.36.12,05914 .

met. 87. 36.6'6 . 11, 36017 .

ABF . , d . 39.54" .

And ſeeing theangle B A C.is 1.deg. or 60. minates

andit is required to divide itinto twelve parts,everypart

willbe 5. minutes, wherefore ſuppoſing the angle B AD.

torepreſent that angle of so minutes, andA B D I. deg.

59.
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2.d.64.5459. minuits 54 ".the ſum ofthem is

thecomplement of theangle B DA, to 180. deg.whichra

excreaſcth for every twelfth partsi minutes,

I fay then

As the finc of the angle
-s. BDE: 2. d.64.54 . 1,43980.

ro the greateft femidiameter, A B. 6000.parts. 33778156

ſo the ki te ofthe angle at B.
s. B.1.d.59.54 " 8.54246 .

to the firſt and is fferſemidiameter 5760.337604".

Andthuswemight proceede to finde all the other

femidiameters, byadding to the complements arith

meticallof the fines of the ſeverall angles atD. the

fumme of theſecond and third namely 12, 32061. ſo

Thall you have the logarithmes of theſe numbers foly

lowing, being the femidiametersof the intermediate

circles... Obsvori

But in this example, and much

Angle Semidia.
morein others where a degree or

Jeffe is ſubdivided into Imaller

Hiin ,m .
in

parts.
parts, the angles of the triangles

ó
6000 being very ſmall, we needenot ufe :

thelines of the angles, but thean

ió
gles themſelves reduced into mi

IS 5333 nutes or ſeconds, for in theſe the

5143
fines of ſeverall angles, and the

25 4965 angles themſelves have the ſame

4799 proportion, without ſenſiblediffe.

35 4644 rence : that is,

4499 Asthefineof a
1.d. oói

45 4363 to the fine of

so

5 5760

5338

20

30

40.
o. d. 30 .

66 .

55 4113
36.

60
Andi

4234 soisom
e

4000
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And feofothers, But this by the way , now were .

turnc from whence wehave digreſſed ,

CHAP. VIII.

Shewing howandinwhatforme, the Rampire, and Para

pets are to be raiſed, and the Ditch to be funke.

WE have fewed in the Chapter laſt before

going, how to delincate the platforme of a

Forc,and alſo how to ſtake out the ſameup

on the ground, we will proceedë briefely
to touch the reſt .

Firſtthenit isto be underſtood thatthat which you

have drawne, as beforewehave ſhewed , namely the

K R I S G
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lines K L.LO.ON.NF.FG... is theouter edgeofthe

Rampire, (as in this figure above)which Rampire may

be inbreadth orthicknes inwardly 7.rodsorſomewhat

more or leffe as occaſion reqnirs, for in a Fortofrz.fides

ormore,& of importance anſwerable, it maybelo.rods,

and ina Fortof4 bulworkes, being of leffeimportance

if it be s . rods, itmay be fufficient,and inſmallskonces

much leſſe, which thickenelle is here repreſented by

DV. fo that the line drawnebyv . doth repreſentthe

inward ſide of the Rampire, bring in the curtainc,

Aanke, andfront, every where parallellor equidiſtanc

to the outſide of the Rampire before deſcribed; Yet

ſometimesthe bylworkes are quite filled up, and ( fo it

MM ſcemcs
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1

ſeemes beſt they fhould be, ) becauſe the aſſaults by

myne pr battery, are commonly made againſt them,

but here we ſuppoſe the middle parts of them namely

abour B.and Co to be voyd.

Next if youmake a walke for the Rounds called a

fauſſe-bray, then without the body oftheFort, name

ly from the outer edgeof the Rampire before deſcri

bed, meaſure'two rods for the breadth thereof,and

tworods more outward for the thickeneſſe of the para

per ofthe fame Faulle bray, and theſe may be either

of them halfe a rod, more or leſe, as the place ſhall re

quire, which ſpaces are here repreſentedby D P. and

P 2.andby the lines drawne by P.and 2. every where

parallell to the outer edge of the Rampire, before de.

ſcribed, in the fronts , flankes, and curtaines. Next

withoutthis parapet,namely from thefoote of it to the

fide of the ditchyoumay leave halfe a rodor morefor

the brimme ofthe ditch, eſpecially if it be in ſandy or

Looſe ground, -that ſo the foote of the parapet may be

the more firme. And theſe are the things to be ſet out

within the ditch, which you are to marke out on the

ground accordingly . The Port or Ports, are beftto be

made inthe middleof the curtaine, for ſo they are de

fended from two flankes,and are to be placed as lowas

may be to avoydanybattery, that may bemadeagainſt

them , and a wooden bridge over the ditch,withgates

and drawbridges in feverall parts thereof.
Then may youſet outthebreadth of theditch which

may be 12.rods, ormore or leſſe,asoccaſion requires,
for ifthe ground be low , ſo that you cannot digge

deepe, by reaſon of the water, the ditch muſt be the

larger, that there may be a ſufficient quantity of earth

for

1
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1

for the Rampire andParapets,therefore to the frontof

the bułworke FG. andto thepoint G. being theangu

larpoint of thebulworke, raiſethe perpendicular G S.

and becauſe the fauſſebray with theparapet thereof is

in breadth 4. rods, and in this examplewemake the

ditch 12. rods broad, thereforemake thelineG S, 16 .

trods, andby thepoint s . draw RS1. the outer edge of

theditch, which here is parallel to the front of the bul

workeG F. but is ſometimes ſo drawne that it comes

more inward againſt the middle of the curtaineat I.

thenat R.by a rod or two.
Next without the ditch muft bethe coridor or covert

way ofthecounterſcarpe whoſe breadth from theſide

S ;
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ofthë ditch maybe two rods, or thereabouts, which

ishere repreſented by the ſpaceSM, and without that

covert way, muſt be an argin or parapet 5. or 6.rods

broad, repreſented by M.W. And alltheſe namely the

counterſcarpe, or outer edge of the ditch, the covert

way andthe parapet thereofare in ſuch fort to be con

vinted round aboutthe Fort, ſo that as we have ſhowed

odraw oné fide from the point1. againſt the middle of

the curtaine to the pointR. againſt the angular point

ofthebulworke,the likeis to bedone for all
thereſt.

Nowthat theouter edgeofthe ditch RS1. may be

themore truely drawne andſetout,wemayby the
do

& rineoftrianglesfindethe diſtance from the angular :

pointofthebulworke G. to the outer angle ofthe ditch :

Ralſo the diſtancefromthe middle of the curtaineD.

to the inner angle of the counterſcarpel. as alſo the

length ofthe counterſcarpefrom1.toR.

Firſtchen in the right angled triangle GSR. there is

given S. 16. rods,and the angles R G. cquall to halfe

the Aanked angle F G C. namely in this example 37.d ..

36. whereby we may finde G R. ſaying.

As five halfe the Aanked angle .
GRS. 37.d. 36. 0,2156 .

to the breadth
G $. 160, foote.2,2041:

fois Radius in proportion to the

dilance ofthe angular points
GR. 262.8 .

2,41971,the femidiameterofthe outerpoligon
AG.937.4.

which added together givethe line
A R. 120.0 , 2.

In the triangle AIR . for the line IR ..

Adding to halfetke flanked angle
IR A. 37. dize.halfeche angleat the center
I A R.30. 00.

the ſummeisthe complementof
AIR. 67. 30 ,

totwo right anglesof
180.06..

Therefore
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Therefore

As the lineofthe angle

to the lin : before found

fofine halfe the angleat the center

to theouter edge ofthe ditch

AIR: S. 67.d. 30. 0,0344.

A R. 1200.2 . 390793 •

S. TAR. 30.06.9,6989

_IR. 649. 5. 238120.

Laftly for ID .

Asfine theanglc

to the line before found

lo finc halfethe flanked angle

to the line

from which taking thelefſer perpendicular.
there remaines the diſtance

S. AIR , 67. d . 36. 090344

LA R. 1200, 2. 3,0793e

-S. IRÀ. 37.d. 36. 9,7844.

A 1.790.8, 2,8y &8 -
MAD. 593.4 .

DI. 197.4

And ſo farre is that inner angle of the counter ſcarpe

fromthe outſide ofthe Rampirein the middle ofthe cur.

taine..

The truemeaſure of theſelines beingthusfound,,

they may the moreexa & lybe ſetout.

And thusmuchtouching the delineation of theplat-

formeof aFort, and the marking of it out upon the

ground;we come next to ſpeake of theheightof the

Kampire and parapets and of the depth of the
ditch

The Rampire and parapets wce fuppoſeto be rai

fcd of carth taken out ofthe ditch; touching the forme

of the workes, in height, depth , and fcarping; that it :

may be the betterconceived, we drawtheline abode -

fg.croſſingthe front ofthe bulworke ;ditch, counter
ſcarpe,& c. ar rightangles, upon which -linewemay
repreſent the breadth, heighth, depth, and ſcarpings,

of :

M3
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2

of allthe workes, which that it may bethe more ſenſio .

ble we draw here apart a longer line,abcdefg.and on

this line by a ſcale lo large ,that feete and parts of feete

maybe well diſcerned, firſt fer downe thebreadthof

theRampire, from 4 to 5.70. foote, the breadth of the

fauſſebray bc. 20. foote, the breadth of the parapet

thereofcd.20.foote, leaving without it s . or 6. foore

for the brimmc ofthe ditch ,and from thence ſet offthe

breadth ofthe ditch to e. 120.foote , and without that

the breadth of the covert way ef. 20. footë, and with

out that the breadth of the Argin or parapet thereof

f8.60.foote, and thusyou have expreſſed in thisline,

the breadth ofallthe workesto be made.

Then betweenethepoints a. andb. the Rampirë is

to be raiſedwhichin Forts of foure ſides may beonely

12. foote high ,but in a fort of12. fides ormore, ſome

would have to be 18.or 20. foote highs in this exam

ple we makeit is.foote high, for the too great height

ofitmay be prejudiciall to the defendants, eſpecially

when the aſſaylants shall approach'ncare the ditch .

The Rampireistobe raiſed on either fide ſcarping,

pamely on the outſide, for every two foote that it ri

ſeth it may ſcarpe one, but here for every three foote

thatit riſethit ſcarpes two,ſo that thetoppeof it being

15.foote, ſcarpes 10. foote, and in ſome ſandy orlooſe

grounds it had neede to ſcarpë more. Butthe inner

ſideofthe Rampire nextthe Fort ſcarpesmore,name.'

ly for every foote that it riſeth in heighth, -itſcarpes à

foote, and being raiſed to his full height namely 1s.

foote, it hath allo 15. foote ſcarpe, tothe intent that

the defendantsmaythe more eaſily aſcend the Ram

pire in all parts as occafion Thall require, and thus

though
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though the bottome of the Rampire ab. be 70. footë

broad yet the upper fuperficies of it is but 45. foote

broad,and theſe are thebreadthheight, and ſcarpings

of the Rampire sound about theFort :i upon the out.

fide of the upperſuperficies of the Rampire, israiſed

a parapet , ſometimes 24. ſometimes 15e toote broad or

more or lefſe,there wemake it 20.footebroad below ,

and on theinner fide 6. foote high, with a footé

ſcarpe, but outwardly not above foúre foote high ,

within which parapet isabankeor foote pafe round a .

bout, being ſometimes two butherethree foote broad,

and a foote andhalfe high . In like fort is raiſed thepa

rapetof the fauſſebray, and alſo thatofthe covert way,

without the ditch , fave that the outſide thereof is fan.

tingor ſcarping about60. footę till itbeeven with the

championabout; allwhichmay fufficiently appearéby

the figure abcdefg, which figure thus drawne wee

may call the Section or Profile. Touching the ditch it

is in this example : 110. foote broad, and 10. footë

deepe, eitherſide of it ſcarping alſo tenne foote asby

the Section appeares. And thus much of the workes to

bemade, and in wbat forme,now touching the manner,

we willbriefely ſet it downe out ofS. MaroloishisFor

tification as followeth . Strony

In the Netherlands when ſuch a worke is to be reſol

vedon, theEngineir drawes ſuch conditions asare to :

beobſerved, for the more ſpeedy accomplifhmentof

the worke, thetime when it ſhall begin , andwhen it

ought to be finiſhed, the number of workemen to bee

uſuallyimployed, whether the foundation be to be pi

led andhow • howmany feete he will allow without;

the
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the foote of the Rampire for the Fauſlebray and its
parapet and forthe brimme ofthe ditch , the thickneffe

or breadth of every of them , what ſcarpe is to begi

ven within and without, according to the faſtneſſe or

loofencflc of thecarth : how many fagots ſhall belayd

ifthe ground be fandy. Inthe parapetofthe fauffebray

and in the Rampire, the height and ſcarpings inward

aad odtward ; the breadth depthand ſcarpings of the

ditch , and all things elle appertaining to the worke,

and fo givesnotice in thetownes nere adjoyning, that

upon ſucha day there are ſuch and ſuch workes to be

let out to ſuch men as will undertake and performe

them , beſt andbeſt cheape. Andupon theday appoin

ted the undertakers being aſſembled, and the conditi.

ous and covenants read, according to which the bufi

neffe is to be done. Queſtion is made who will under

take, andat the loweſt price; one of the undertakers

offers to doe it ſo ,another itmay be for leffe , and ſo at

length till none will undertake it cheaper. Then under

the articles oftheconditions and covenants, he writes

thatſuch anone hath undertaken that bufiaeffe upon

thofe condicions, for ſuch a fumme; ſometimes two or

chrce men undertake the whole worke, and they all

figaetothe Articles, as alſo the Lords commiſſariſes,

and the Engincir, and then the buſineſſe begins;and

uſually the undertakersare bound by the fayd Articles

and contractsto finde the materialis neceffary forthe

fayd bufincffc; which they receive of the keepers of

the Magafias or ſtore, refpe&tively for that ufc, or o .

therwiſe under their cuſtody to be againe reſtored.

Theo the fayd maſter andertaker ,divides his men ac

cording as he conceives the quality of the buſineffe

doth
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1

doth require : Comanyhe aſſignes to digge, ſo many to

drivethe Carts, and others to lay the carth even : for

atthe beginngofthe worke it ſeemes beſt tocarrya

way the carth which is digged on the outſide ofthe

ditch, with horſe and carc ,to lay the foundation or

bottome of the Rampire ; and not with wheele-bar

rowes, astheydoe atrerwards when the worke begins

to be rayſed to itsheight, and the ditches grow deepe,

forthen it is very hard to uſe horſeand cartbecauſe the

horſes fpoylethe worke, and cannot be fo convenient.

ly employed as wheele-barrowes, wbich are driven

upon plankes in good order and readineſſe , as any man

may judge that hath beene préſent, where ſuch workes

have beene made.

Ifthe outſide of the Rampire be rayſed with turte, it

istobeunderſtood that they be uſually 4 , or s . inches

in breadth and as much atone end in thickencffe, and

14. or 15. inches long, but at the other end waxing

ſharpe likea wedge, to the intent that berwcene them

there maybe put alittle earth , to make them hold the

faſter to the body of the Rampire, their forme you

may conceive by thefigure A. Theſe turfes muſt be ſo

layd that in every range

upward, the middle of en

very turfe above, may lye

juſtly upon the joyncture

of every two turfes of the

range next below, and ſo

much aſlope as is anſwera

ble to theſcarping intended and agreed upon, for the

better performance whereof, they have a triangular

inſtrument, the ſides thereof 2. or 3.foote long, and

N
the
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the argle contayoedof thoſe ſides, ſuch as is apfwera

ble to theſcarping intended , ſo as hanging a plumbling

parallell to one ſide, the otherſide may be agreeable

to thefayd ſcarping . Ifyou lay any fagots in the Ram

pire, they muſt be ſo layd that their ends may reach

the former turfes, to wit,frem balfe footeto half foote ,,

for every halfe foote ofearth muſt bec a rangeof fam.

gots, and ſocontinuing till the worke be finiſhed. Vp.

onthe top of the Rampire the parapet is to be raifed.

withſuch ſcarpe and breadthas isbefore determined ,

( all in ſuch fort as before,) rayſieg it with tufes as

above ſayd.If therebeneere at hand any good carth ,.

that isfatand clammy, then inſtead of turfes you may

makea cruſt, of 3. or 4. footė or more, beating it

well with a bat, made for that purpoſe, and faping it

with ſuchſcarpe asisagreedupon : in which cmtthey

Grapen,an lowa certaineherbe, or the rootes thereof, called in

Dogs- troth Flemiſhi Queeckruit, in Latinc Gramen , and in French

Herbede Herbe deprais,whichroote hath the property toſpread

Anbearbe it lelfe throughout the Rampirc, and bindes it toge
Meddow - ther in ſuchſort, thatitmakes the fayd cruſt endure ve
gralle.

ry long, and become almoft perpetuall. Alſouponthe

fayd cruſt; they fow the ſeedes of Oates, Hay, or a

certaine roote they call Zevenbladirex, or the roote of

feven leated graffe, which is alſo very good,but theſe

leavesdoe not ſo cover theoutſide of thiscruſt, asdoth

the foreſayd herbe ;. for which cauſe his excellency:

hath of late yeares, repaired allthe Fortifications,

with ſuch a cruſt without turfe, becauſe experience

Aiewes-thar thelayd curfes doc not bind together with

the reſt of the carthas that cruſt doth , which they ule

to moyften, that it may mixe ard.cleave the better to

the:

3
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theearth of the Rampite, being fovery commodious

And ofgood expedition : thus farre Morolois.

And becauſe ſome things touching the rayſing the

with turfe, and laying fagots, are morediſtinctlyſec

downeby our Countrey man Mr. P. Ive, (who ſeemes

to have had experience in what he writes,) I have

thought good to fer downe his words as follow .

eth .

The mannerof the worke is this, the turfe muſt bee

cut likea wedge of 12. or 14. inches long, and so or

6.inches broad, cquidiſtant, the one end4.0r 5. inches

thicke, and theother ſharpc,andtheſe turtes would be

taken in the beſt ground, that lyeth necre about the

Fort, and muſt be cutwitha longſharpe ſpade, ofs . or

6. inchesbroade,and 14. inches long,which muſt bee

well feeled, and keptvery ſharpe, and theturfe muſt

be carryedand handled without breaking, and layd in

the worke, the grear end outwards, and the graſſic lide

downeward, and ſcarping one foote in soor 6. feetė;

the Rampire behind the turfe riſing with theearth that

is throwne outof the dirch, as fat as the face of the

worke riſeth ; ( And whenthe face is raiſed the height

of 5. turfes, and the earth behind it layd even , and

ſpread almoſt as broad as the Rampire is intended,

(which may be 20. 30. or 46 , foote or more or leffe,

as the earththrowne out ofthe ditch will make it) or

at leaſt ſo broad, as it is thoughtthatthe wo id will lye:

for to ſay truth ,to throw downe the earth, or to ſprtad

it too broad before thewall berayſed , were a point of

no great diſcretion) ftretch a line and pare the turfe

cven with a iharpe Spade, but ſcarping according to

the firſt ſcarpe youlayd them at, and then lay arow of

fagots,

ک

i

N 2
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fagots,which fagotsmuſt be8. or 9. footé long , more

or leſſe as the wood will give them , but not thicker

than that you may almoſt gripe them betweene your

two hands, the great end of the wood lying allone

way in the fagot, whichend muft be ſtamped againſt

theground, that it may lye even in the wall, and muft

be bound with three bonds, and layd in the worke, the

great ends outwards, one inch over the turte, and mult

be thruſt up faſt andcloſe, the one to the other, but not

layd thicker thanonefagot atonce; and uponthe ſmall

end of thoſefikſt layd fagots, muſt otherfagots be layd

whoſeſmall ends muſt over.lap the ſmall ends of the

fayd firſt fagots, ſomethrectoore and a halfe ,or there

abouts ; and uponthe great endsoftheſe ſecond fagots

moſt athird fagot be layd, whoſe ſmallends muſt like ,

wiſe over- lap thegreatends ofthe fayd ſecond fagots,

as theſmall end of the ſecond did theſmall endsofthe

firft (and where wood is plenty having haft to raiſethe

worke, lay a fourth fagor in like manner ) which being

done, raiſe againe the face of the work : five turfes

higher, paring it by a line as is aforeſayd, and rayling

thecarth behind themas before, and then lay another

row of fagots, and thus continue the worke untill ie

riſeth - ſo high as you intend it. Wherë wood is

ſcarce,there uſe none butin the bulwork onely, and

there as little as you may , but onely to ſtay the face of

thë bulworke; and raiſe theface ofthe curtainc with

turfes oncly, giving them ſomewhat the more ſcarpes

or for apecduſe no wood at all.

OHAPI
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CHAP. IX .

2

Ofthequantityfof earthfor raiſing the Ramspire and Pue

rapets .

Hether the worke bë let out at a certainc

price to undertakers, as aforeſayd orother

wiſe, it is required to kaowwhat quantity

of carth will ſerve for all or any of the

workes intended, whereforelet this figure be a twelfth

GE

BA

An
ne
l

ц ,
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part of the hexagonall Fort before mentioned, chap.

8. and let the line G F. repreſent the front 280.

foote, F n. the Aanke 111 foote , or 111. 25. DX,

halfe the curtaine 210. footc ; DH . the breadth of the

Rampireat the foote which ( as before we ſhowed ) is

in this example 70. foote, DT. the outward ſcarping

10. footc, w h . the inward ſcarping 15. foote, and ſo

the breadth of the Rampire at thetoppeor beſidesthe

ſcarpings TW.45.foote . Firſt thenwe will meaſure the

crallitude ofthe Rampire without the ſcarpings as if it

were aboveand bencath onely 45. foote broad, and

afterwards caſt up the content of the ſcarpings, both

without and within, which added to theformer will

give usthe ſolid content of this part of the Rampire,
from the middle of the curtaine to the angular point of

thenext bulworke, which being knowne we shall ea

fily finde the content of the whole Rampire round a.

bout, firſt therefore we will here ſhew

To find how much theRampire is about at thefoote, and als

soat the toppe, within and without.

For the line B G.

As Radius is in proportion

to tang.compl.haltethe flanked angle BG A.37.d.36. t.c. 10,1750.

ro is the outward ſcarpe Á B 10, foote, 1,0000 .

to the line BG, 13.03 . 1,1150

For the lineKG

As Radius is in proportion

to cang.compl.halfeche flanked angle BG A.37.0.36.1.c. 10,1150.
lo is the chickeneffe ofthe Rampire I K : 70. foot, 1,8451 .

-K G.91, 22. 1,9601 .

For

to the line

1
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Fürthe line cao

A'sRadius is in proportion

to tang.compl.halfetheflanked angle cal. 37.d. 30. t. c . 10,1150 .

fo is the inwardſcarpe - 1 c. 15.foote. 1,1761,

to the line - C &. 39. 55o 1,2911 .

For theline FP.

As Rodius is in proportijn

to tang.compl. half theangle of thelaoulder.P F57.56.d.15it. C 9,8249.

ſo is the outward ( carpe PA. 10 , foote. 1,0000 .

co ese line F 2.6.68, C38249,

For the line. Fmi

As Radius isin proportion

to tang.compl. halfe theangle of the ſhoulder: m FL :56.2. 15.6.c.938349.
fo is the breadth of therampire. L . 70.foote. 1,8451.

to the line Fm. 46.77. 1,6700.

For the line ed.

As Radius is in proportion

to cang.compl.halfe the angle of the thoulder de Li 56.d. 19.6.c.9,8249.
ro is the inward ſcarpe L d. 15. foote, i , 1761.

to the line - ed. 19.02.199010 ,

For A PLO

Tlus thenwehay : the line

and theline.

che fumme of them ibor ! is2 .

which ſubltr. & ad from the fronta

there remaines the line

Icon

B G.13
.03

20W
FP, 6.68 ,

19 71.
21.197

-FG. 280 , footer

ASL260,29 *

For res.

And iffrom c! c flanke

we lubara & F 2 which is equall-to

there remaines the line

wiercto add.ng,the ſcarpem

we have the line

FA 171.95731297

FP, 6 ,68, boss

QW.104.57

sale ... +

AS: 11415701

Font
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G

B

i

W

HH

For ST .

And if to halfe the curtaine

we adde the ſcarpe

we have the line

to which adding the line

alſo the line

we have the outer compaſſe ..

* N. 210. foote

NR. 1o . foore ,

ST . 220. foote.

2 S. 114.57

- AN 260. 29 .

AZST. 594.86.

Forthe line.L 1:

We found before the line

and the line

thc ſuame ofthem bothis

which ſubQrafted from the front

chek ſemaines the linc

KG. 91,22.

F 7:46 77

-137.99

F G.2 80.foote.

LI.842 , I.

For
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Forthe line LZ :

Againe the line F 0.being equall.com ---- --F N. 46.77.

fubftradedfrom the Anke FN.111.25.

tlercremaines the line ON . 64.48 .

whereco adding the chickenelle of tre Rampir:-- 7 .

clic ſumme is the line -L 2.134-48.

For Hz.

And if to halfeche curtaine

wcadde the thickenefic of the Rampiree

we have the line

DN , 210 , foote

- >70, footc .

HZ. 280, foorc.

Forthe line a e .

And ſeeing to the lineL 1. is equall

to which adding the line

and allo the line

theſummeoftheſe three is the line

.d 62.142.01.

64. 19.55

ed. 10.02 .

-de. Igi.s.8.

Farthe line EX.

Alſo to the line L z . before foundis equall- CH. 134.48.

whereto adding EC. 10.02 .

the ſummic is the line E # . 144.50

from which taking the ſcarpe X w . 15.00 .

there remaines the line X , 129.50 .

For theline W X ...

Allo we found before theline

from whichfubftracting the ſcarpe

there remaines the line

whereuocoadding thebefore found

as alſo the line before found

we have the inner compaffe

HZ. 280. foote.

42. 15.foote

W X. 365.foote.

a E. 171.58.

eX . 129.5 %

48 X W.

0 FH
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For the folid content of the Tere-plein or of the Rampire

she ſcarpingsexcepted.

1163.94 .

Thus we havethe outer compiffe ofthe
upper part ofthe Ram, ire AUST.194.86.

Allo che inner compaile 8 X M. 366.08.

the lumme of them both is

the halfe whereof is 580.4762,7637998."

which multipled by thebreadth TW.43.1365341256

and the produd by the heighcofcheRampire is. 1.176ogla.

producech the folid content of the Rampire

the ſcarpings excepted, lamel, 39.18 17. fecte. 5,59308350 ,

Note.
ܗ.܀;4

Thisproductyoumayfinde multiplyingafter the oxdiman

manner; or ifyouworke by logarithmes, you havehere

an example, butifthenumbersbeverygreat, asthis Laft.

which exacedsal tablesof logarithmes, you may worke

by thepari proportionall, aswehave bewed Chap. 2.

Booke 1. of Plainetriangles.

For the solidcontent ofthe fsarpings:

Againe to the line ASL 260.292

addingtheline sRör. QN, 104.57 %

and allo theline ND . 210 .

Thc fumme of themis 574.86 -2,7895627.

which multiplycd by the outward ſcarpe - ID , 10 , 1,0000000 .

produceth the area 5758.60.3.7595621,

Furthermore
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· Furthermore to the line

adding the line

and alſo the line

the ſumme is

whichmultiplied bytheinner ſcarpe

produdetto che area

whereunto adding the area before found

the ſumme is

the lialfe'whereofis .

which multiplyed by the height ofthe

Rampire

produceth the ſolid content of theoutward2
and ioward ſcarpings of the Rampirc, }
the pyramids in the cornersexcepted

IL . 142.01 .

eX . 129.50 .

W X6265.

-536.51. 2,7955778.

, 12 .

-8047.65.3,903669º.

5748.66.

13796, 25.

6898.12.3,8387397.
.

15. 1,1760912 .

-5,01482199

103472, cùb, feste,

BA

K

.
.
.

a
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for thePyramidesin theangles.

Alſo multiplying the line

by theoutward ſcarpe -

the produ & is

halte whereof is thearea of the triangle

ſecondly.the line

multiplyed by the outward Scarpe

produeeth the area of the trapezium

B'G . 13:03. 1,115020

-A B , 10, 1,00000:

- 130. 30. 2,11 502.

A B G ,65* If

FP. 6,68.0 ;82489.

-2 P. 10. 1,00000,

PF . 66.80, 1,83489.

The areaofthe ſquare
n R S v.is. 100

whichdoubled becauſe there are iwo pyramides ise 200,

Alſo multiplying the inward ſcarpe
XH. 1881,176ogi

by the inward ſcarpe X y . 15. 1 , 17609.

produceth the arcaofthe ſquare Xu79: 225. 2,35218.
;

And we found before the line

which multiplyed by the ſcarpe

produceth the area of

which doubled is twice

ed. 10.02. 1,00086 .

dL. 15. 1,17609

eed L.150 30.2,17095

edL. 300.60.

Laftly having found before the line.

which multiplyed by the line

produccth thearcaoftwice

-fa ... 19 . 55o .

16. I S.

I 64.293.25.

Thus then the arca of --- --ABG.65.15 .

the areaof RPF 0.66.86.

the area of cwice n RSU. 200,

thearea of-
Xury. 225.

the area oftwice
eed L : 300,60.

the area of twice
164.293.25.

The funme of alltheſe ispre - 11,50.89.3,4610c.

multiplyed bza third part ofthe altitude 5. -0,69897.

produceththe ſolid contentin fecte of all there

gyramids in the corners 57.94. 3,7,5997 . e

Tlus
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-5754

6.

5012516.

Thus nen the solid content of the Rampire

the ſcarpings excepted is 391817. footez

the folid content ofthe Scarpings the

pyramids in the corners excepied is . 10347.2 .

the ſolid content of the pyramids in

the angles or corners is

the famme of all theſe is the folid content

ofthispart of theRampire in cubicke feete 501043

which doubled is the folid content of one

bulworke and one curtaine namely, 1002086 .

And thismultiplžed by 6; becauſe this fortuna di ' I

hath 6 bulvorkes

produceth the ſolid content of the whole :

Rampire round about in cubickefecte .

Bloq., a 51 ;

The Parapet of the Rampire.-

And thus as we have found the ſolid content of the

Rampire in

cuccete

, wemay in likemanner finde

the content of the Parapet of theRampire, if youwill

takethatpaines: Bot conſidering that the ſcarpings

thereofwithin and without are very little, the height

alſo not exceeding 6. footc; itmay ſuffice if we finde

themiddle lengthof it by taking halfcthe ſummë of

the outward and inward perimeter andthatmultiplyed

in the areaoftheSection,or Profile ofthe Parapet will

producencere hand thefolid content of the Parapet.

Firſt then conſidering that the foote of the Parapet :

is 10. footc within the outer edgeof the Rampire,

(the Rampirehaving in this examplero. foote ſcarpe

before it riſeth to the foote of the Parapet) therefore

lot thelines,TS T A.repreſent the cuter fooreof the

Parapet, and becauſe the inner foote is parallell there

to ,therefore ( to avoyd multiplicity) let us ſuppoſe the
inner footeof the Parapet to be repreſented by the

lines

1

0.3
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lines HX LI. and ſuppoſing the breadth of thePa

rapet TA.org1, to bce 20. foote , we have before

found.

The line 1.160.13.

The lines $ T . 220 , footc.

.

For theline L I. and firſt for A g.

Astangont halfe the flanked angles41.37.d. 36. t.c. 10,115022
to the breadth of theparapet 15. zo . foote, 1 , 30103.

ſo is Radim in proportion

to the line 48. 26. 06. 1,41605, f

7

int :
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For fri

Arrang halfe the angle of the Moulder- $ 62L: 56.d. 1g' t . c. 9,83489. ,

is the breadth of the parapet. fL. 20. Foste, 1,30103 .

lois Radius in proportion

to the line f . 13. 36. 1972592.

wheretoaddingthe line Ag. 26. 06 .

the ſummeis 39.43.

which ſubftra &ted from - A 2 260.29.

remainesf8. being cquall to 10.230.86.

For the line L.

Acaine from theline 4 92-8 . 114.57 .

13.9.tlere remaines theline

whereteadding the thickneffe oftheparapet

thelumme isthe line

ForHz.

101.11.

20. 2

12121.219

نمث

And if to theline

we adde ghe chickaelſe of theparapet

we hayo the line

ST. 12o.

20 .

H t. 240.

Thusthen we hayethe lines about the outer SAR 260.29.
foot of the parapet

13. 114 :57.

$ T. 220. 00 .

SZT,730. 86
And alſo thelines about the inſide of the parapet31t. 121. 21 .

HE 240.00

1176.93.Thefumme of them all is

MER . $88. 46.
the balfe whereof is.

Which isthe meane lēngth of the parapet from the

middle of the curtaine to the angularpoint of thebul

worke.

Now forthe arca or ſuperficiall quantity ofthePro
file
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file or Section of the Parapet, fuppofeit be as in this

figure. Wherein let the footęofthe paraper here re.

preſented by AB. bein breadth 20. foore, the breadth

*16 ***
K

р в с

of the banke orfoote-pacewithin the parapet B C. 3.

foote, the heightofthatbanke i foore, the heightof

the inner ſide ofthe ParapetD 6.6. foote. the height

ofthe outer fide & F.4. foote, theoutwardſcarpe A E.

2 ; foote , the inward ſcarpe D B. I ,footé .

Then is the lineFH . or . -ED . 16.5.), i .

whichmultiplyed by theheight DH . or FE.4 .

produceth the area of the long Tquare FEDH. 66, f. q.

Alſo the Scarpe A&.2.5.

multiplyed by halfe theheight -
FE.2.

produceththe arca of thetriangle--FAE.5.-FA .5. f. [ q.

Thirdly the line
multiplyed by halfe theheight

predaceth the area of thetriangle

Fourthly the ſcarpe
LSDB. 1. foote.

multiplyedby balfe theheight GD.3. foote.

produccth the area of thetriangle- GDB.3.fq.fect.

Laſtly

-FH . 16.5.

IGH.I.

FC H.16.5.
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theparapet

Lastly the breadth ofthebanke -BC.3 : footco

multipliedby the beightthereof BI.1.5..

pradacesk thearea of theromboydes — IK CB.4.52 .

Thefumme oftheſe five is the area of the

whole fe&tion in ſquare feetemAFGIKC.95.1,97772.

which multiplyédby the meane length of

588.46.2,76973.

produceshin cubicke feete 55904• 4,74744.

Which is noere hand the ſolid content of thePara .

pet, fromthe middle of the curtaine to the angular

point of the next bulworke.

* Therefore being doubled it is the folid -contēntof

the Parapet for one curtaine and one bulwork.111808.

And becauſe this Fort hath 6 bulworkes

therefore ifwe multiply thefame by som to 6.

the product is in folidfecte
670848.

Which is (neerchand ) theſolid contentoftheParapet

of thefampirtroundabout the Fort,

Ifyou defire the ſolid content of the Parapet more

exactly, youmayworke afterthe forme of the exam

pleibefore thewed, in cafting up the content of the

Rampire. And in like manner you may doe forthefo

lide content of the Parapetof the Fauflebray , and

of the counter(carpe orcovert, way , which foraf.

much as they may bee eaſily. Scarccivedby theſe

cxamples, weèpafcthem overand proceede to other

things.
2019 yw yriuoiqlr99 bis pivom

-9798 Sluidsdivgao'sglamx9901902903

i loyi:c -up wd builoPistupno
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To finde sohat quantity of earth will ſerve to makethe

Rampire or Parapet , 100. foote' long or more ox

leffe .

Thearea ofthesection of theParapet

wefoundbeforeto beof ſquarefeete 950

which multiplyed bythe lengthgiden.
100 .

produceth in cubiskefecte 9500 .

od 20:09:39

And Comuch earth willſerveto make the Parapet

in length 100, footea colici

And ſeeing the foote of therampire is in -breadth 70.foote

and theupper part of it inbreadth 456

the ſummeof tbkſeist SIISO
I be halfewhereofis the meane breadthof

of the Rampire namely 57

which multiplyedby the height oftheRampire- 15.
produceth'the area of the seation of tbe.

Rampire in ſquare feete **

which multiplyedbythe lengthgiven

theproduet in cubičke feetc is 86230.

9: And ſomuch carth ſerves tomake the Rampire 100.

foote long

I !?

To findewhatquantity:of earth will raiſe the Rampires

anyheight aſsigned so comer you as
2010 ! 0nbin 70 Wagovi ICT:

Forbrevityand perfpicuity wewillhereas in other

paces, runne the example along with the rule,where

fore let it be required to findewhat quantityof earth

862

roo .

2영

will
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will raiſe the Rampire 6. foote high, and roo . foote in

length . And foraſmuch as the Rampire in riſing 15 .

foore, ſcarpes 25 i foore, therefore in riſing 6. foote it

willſcarge 10.foglc.i 4.30 i10kortionquo adito

Therefore as studies ontosin

in the breadth of the Rampireat thefoote is foote.

: fabeing rayfed 6. foore,thebreadth issuisto.60.

zhe fumiméof thefa breadtbesis.buto139.

the halfewhereof is the meane breadib

oftbeRampirefor thatheight, namely 65 .

which multiplyed by the height given 6.

produceththearea of the Section 390. f.fg.

which multiplyed by the length given

produceth the ſolide content of the earth

ſerving toraiſe the Rampire 6. footehigh

And 100. foctelong,namely 39000.cub.f.

100 ,

Inlike fort wemight finde what quantity of carth

would raiſe the Rampire, from 6. foote high to 12.

foote high, and ſoforany other height propoſed, but

theſe and the like may eaſily be underſtoodby the ex

ample here given.

P 2 CHAP.

59995

1
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CHAP. X.

ofthecapacity or ſolide content of theDitch, andinwbus

timeitmay be digged ..

og Heditch maybe 140.foote broad, ſometimes

morefometimes lelle, as occalion requires :

Forif the groundbclaws thatitcannot b ¢e

21.10.000

rano lo vino

10 st
1

31.1

-29 ods y con

2

W

3

H

of diggedat.
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digged dcépe by reaſon of water, the ditch' muft bec

the broader thatthere may be carth cnough for the

Rampire and Parapets, iftheditch bedry it muſt bethe

deeper, and have the leſſe ſcarpe. Inthis example wee

makethebreadthof the ditch at thetoppe to be 170.

foote, and at the bottome1oo. footc, the depth 19.

foote, and the ſcarping on either fide 1o. foote.

Now then according to what wee bave before

fayd, if there bea Fauſſebray and a Parapet thereto ,

theinner edge of the ditch, willbe diftant from the

outter edge of the Rampire, 200. 40. or so. foote ac- -

cordingto the breadth of thoſe workes. Letit herebe

diftanr40: foote, ſo that in hisfigurelet DNFG ,IC

preſent the outward foote of the Rampire;l3B4..

thc inward ſide of theditch, I R. the outfide ot the

ditch...

Now for finding the capacity of the ditch; firſt (ass

we did before for theſolid content of the Rampire)

wewill finde thecompaflcofthe disch; on the outſide

and on the inſide : fecondly theperpendicularcapaci-:

ty of the ditch , according to the leaſt breadth of the

ditch,which is atthebottomethirdlythecontentoftheo

ſcarpings;and laftly of thepyramidsinthe angles.-
....،،.هدهبنت

PROBLEME. I.',

ܰܐ

To findetheinwardandontward compaſſe of the ditch ...

There is alreadyknowne

the Aanke

the front

D'N . 20- foote..

FN . 111.25

FG.280..

And
P 33

1
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Andthere is requiredthe compaffe of theditchoneither

fide.

TREB
A

.

Firſt for the outſide of the ditch IR.649:5 .

wefound it before clap. 8.

Wecome therefore to the inward fide

05 rok

E ' : .

For the line B A.adfiri7 for AS.

Astang. halſe the flanked angle SAG . 37.4.3o'tić 10,11302.

cothe dilance of thicditch fromthe Rampire' $G. 497 fogte.1,60206.

-lo is Radiusin proportion 21:19:37
d1778

sothe linç
A S. $ 2,13: 177 1708.

a

2 ) . " secondly for B.n. i 101 von

Boa Totozoo big

#BF. 56.8.15. t. c.9,82439.As tang. halfe the angle of theſhoulder

to theditch from the Rampire
- F. 40. foote . 1,60206.

fo is Radius in proportion

to che line
B 5.26.73. 1842695.

wherecoadding the linebefore found A S.52. 13

as afſon S. equall to the front FG. 380.

the ſumme isthe line
B A. 358.86.

For the line Be.

FN . 111.25.

se.40. foore.

And ifweſubftra & from the flanke.

the diſtance of the ditch from the Rampire

there remaines F 1. being equall.co

whereto adding BO. which is equall to

shcſummçis the linc

0.71.25.

BN . 26.73.

B 1.97:99.

For
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For the line Qe

Lally ſubftracting from halfethe curtainc DN .210, footed

the diſtance of the ditchfrom theRampire 2 N. 40 .

tlere remaines D 2. equallto the line. Qe. 170 .

whereto adding theline Be. 97.98.

and alſo theline Ba, 358,86,

che ſumme is the compafle QEB 4.626,84

9 which is the twelfth part of the inward compaflc of

the ditch

.
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ottic 1993 **

4 : 33.71

Piorun .

53602,01..10

Tofinide the perpendicular capacity of theditch according

to she leaſtbreadih ibereof which is atthe bottome, and
Artholines theretoréquiſite .
15.1.0.ba

Ecause the ditchis ſcarpingandnarrower at the

theperpendicular capacity thereof according to its

leaſt breadth ,which perpendicularcapacity is foundif

you multiply thearea ofthe bottome of the ditchby

the depth ofthe ditch . The area ofthe bottomc'of the

ditch fuppoſe to be thatwhich is here concained with

in thelinesWX TmHV. for the finding of which area

it is requiſice firſt to finde the lines V H.-H. yv: yT .

W.X.

For VH ..

TO

7

Subftra &t from the line

the ſcarpe of the ditch

the remainer is the line

24. 170. foote.

3 H. 10 .

V H.160.

Forthe linem H.

As tang. hallethe angle of the ſhoulder Bm7.56.d. 15'.t.c.9,82489.

is to the ſcarpe con -B 7. 10. foote , 1,00000 .

ſo is Radius inproportion

to the line * 7.6: 68. 0,82489.

And it from theline before found Bl. 97. 98.

we ſubſtra& the ſcarpe - 3 €, 10 .

there remaines the line -7 H. 87.98.

to which adding » 7. tre have the line MH.94.66.

2.1
And
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And ſeeing the angle of the ſhoulder iso - MT. 112.d. 36 .

the compl.thercof to 180. deg.is the angle Teem ?:47.36.

For y V. and firſt form you able za

As the fine of the angle zmy. 67.d.36, s. 0,03438
to the liney r. being equall to H. 160.Foote, 2,20412

fois Radim in propottion ... ! ) 30 Jobs

to the line mine J. 172.18. 123850.

2121113Sk '>

Secondly, for mz.

As the line ofthe angle #my.67.d . 36. S. 0,03438.

to the fameline Py. 160. foote. 2,20412 .

ſo fine complement the angle Rmy.67.d.36. s.c. 9,58284.

" to the line m . 66.27. 1,82134.

which ſubſtracted from the line MH. 94.66 .

Chere remaines ? H. equall có -V. 28. 39..

3

"

.

For the liney T. and firft in thetriangle 6 AT.

As Radius is in proportion

to tang.compl. halfe the flanked angle - 61 4.37.d. 36.t. c. 10,11502,

fo is theſcarpe of cheditch -6A. 10. foote , 1,00000 .

to the line 6T. 13.03. 1,11 502.

whereunto adding the line 6, 8. equall co- AB. 358.86.

the ſummeis the line 81.371.89.

whereto adding 8 m. equall to - 17. 6.68.

we have the line mT.378.57.

to which adding the line before found . -my. 173. 18.

we have the whole line yT. 551.75 .

And ſeeing the linewx. is by conſtruction parallell

to y T. therefore theangle iW 4. is equall to thë angle

Iym . but the anglely m . is equall to ymz. becauſe Iy.

andmz. are parallels, therefore theangleIW 4. ise

quallto the angle z mý.67 . deg. 36. then

For

3
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Forthe lineW X. I findefirftW4.

As thetangentof the dagle - I W 4:67. d . 36.6.c. 9,61720.

to the ſcarpe of the ditch I f. 10, foote. 1,00000

fo is Radius in proportion

to the line 4W . 4. 14. 0,61722)

And before we found 6 T. equall to S. R. 13.03

which rabitraded from theline I R. 649.50.

shere remaines I s. equall to
4 X. 636. 47.

whereto adding
4W. 4. 14.

Bhs fumme is the line, W X.640.61 .
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9

3101

H92.36 .

596.18.

100, foore .

છે. ૬ દ 8

theSummeofهلهس them is

For the areaofthe bottome, and the perpendicular cha

pacity :
01.8 ta intime

Tothe line W X. 649.65.

adding the line
IT.551.75 :

the ſumme is

the halfe whereofis

which multiplyed by the breadth at thebottonie

produceth thearea ofthe figura WXTY 89618. 19. feetea

57112016, wilsoodbojnogido

Againe.

we found before theline H.94.66.his

and the lince
JV28.39-39ute.

6.133.95 lari 9.13

the halfe whereof is 61.525. 1,78906 .

which multiplyeď bý
-VH.160.2,204120

produceth theareaof the trapezium my v H.944.9844. 3,99318

W010

whereunto adding thearca of WXTY. 59618 ,

the lumingis theareaof the bottome

ofthe ditch
VWXTMH.69462, (ifoifeetc.

which muliplyed bythe depth
for foote.si

produceth theperpendicularcapacity oftheditch , **10.001s ofducks !

or the ſolide contentof the ditch , theſcarpings -694620, cubifcere

excepted, namelye:
Islon: 1 mm203

pob or yo bo laidumlily :

123OFA - For the Scarpings. - 2 Buborest

in ? 105 oblola ':10919w : ico bricii siis

oir dhe thelineVH. 360 , foote lodic

The length.of the frarpings,namely of the line 8,65 * 358186sləribols
to the line 7.87.980ndan?

2bit the line 4X 696047niql91T

zibey gpio grisai

the ſumme oftheſe 4 linesis
27 *852079 Rb T

whichmultiplyed by the ſcarpe :SHTOI 7TUBE 0:00 plusiv olsa ?
produceth the area UM 105077100

che halfe whereof is.
6216.5c
induobdi

Poid 5110 101

which multiplved by the d Totudislond baa
produceth the folid content of the ſcarpings,the

Pyramids inthe corners excepted,pamely
20162165 cub.feete.
16NIMESESSE

socie 30501203

CT20

}

111 )

pth

Q 2*** 2. For
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Forthe Pyramides in the corneTS.
The line 3 e. 10. foote.

which multiplyed by the ſcarpe 3 H. 10. footer

produeeth thearea of the fquare . 347 H. 100 , foote ly .

For theTrapezium . 7 B8 m .

Theline 72.6 . 68

multiplyed by the ſcarpe 7 B , 10 ,

produceth the areaof thebale . -7 B 8m .66.80 .

which doubled becauſe there are two pyramides is 133.60 .

Alſo the line

multiplyed bytheſcarpe

produceth shtice the areaof

the halfe whereof is che axea of

.
The line

multiplyedby theſcarpe

producerk twice the area of

67.13.03

A6. 10.

A6T. 130.30

X SR.65.15.

4W.4.14

41. 10.

W 4.1.41.400.

1

Thus then the areaof 37. H.is, roo , footos

the double arcaof -7 B 8 m.is. 133.60.

the double area of- A6T.is, 130.30,'.

the area of om X 5 R. is. 65.150 .

the area of W 4 I. is. 41.402

the ſummeof all chofe area is -470.45.

which multiplyedby che depth -10 . f.

the produd is 4704. 50 .

thethird part whereofisthe ſolidecontent

oftheſepyramides - 1568.17

Thus then the perpendicular capacity of

the ditch , the fearpingsexcepted,is 6946201

The ſcarpingsof the dich,thepyramides

in.the corners excepted is 62168.

The fayd pyramids in the corners. 1568.

So the whole capacity of this part of the ditchis._758353.
Which doubled is theſolide content of the ditch ,

for one bulworke and one curtaine 15167067 .

And becauſe this Fort hath fixe bulyvorkes...

therefore multiplying by

we havethe cófidecontentofthe ditchround

about this Fort in cubicke feetc. 9100236.
But
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í

2

But before we foundthe folide content of the

Rampire to be

And the ſolid contentof the Parapet on

Thc Rampire to be

So that the ſolide content of the Rampire.

and its paraper is

vehich ſubftraded from theſolide contentof

the ditch thitre remaines

6012516

-690848.

66833646

416873,

R3 Which
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Which earthremaining may be employed to make

the Parapet of the Covert way, and oftheFauffebray,

and forCavalliers or mounts, otherwiſe if you make

none, the ditch may be the leſe.

To eſtimate the charge to be beſtowed, or the number of

men, or time to be employed, in railing a Fort pro

poſed.

Efore you begin to breake greund, or to employ

men in ſuch a buſineſſe asthis, it is requiſite that the

Enginere caft up, aswe havehere ſhewed, the quantity

of earth, that will ſerve to raiſe theRampire and Para

pets, and ſo ofwhatbreadth and depth,the ditch ought

to be, that theremay be a fufficient quantity of carth

for that parpoſe : andthat thus he may be able to give

ſomeneere eftimate ofthecharge tobe beſtowed,and

ofthenumber ofmentobeemployedforthe accompli.

ſhing of it in time convenient. Touching the charge,

S. Marolois faith ( ſpeaking of the Netherlands) thatit

is about 16.20.25.or30. Toulz for every 144. cubickc

feete, that is (accounting tenne ſoulz for a ſhilling) 145.

or 20 %, for 1000. cubicke feete, or more or leſſe, ac

cording to the diverſities of places and occaſions. In

England we have no ſuch workes uſually done, and

therefore we cannot ſpeake of any ordinaryprice,nei
ther cantherebeany generallrule given for thetimeor

number ofmen to be employed, in regard of thegreat

diverſity ofgroundstobe forrifitd ,andotherconfide,

rations, itmay therefore, fuffice to thew how ſome

ncere eſtimatemay be given .

As to give an eſtimate in whattimeacertaine number

of

99.10.2 ; !IO

175
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of mēn may digg, thë aforeſayd ditch , containing

9106236. cubicke feete,of earth, it is requiſite firſt to

know what oneman will digge in a day . WhenI was

in the Fennesin Lincolnefhire, I was informed bymen

ofgood experiencethere, that a man would digge and

fill into a wheele-barrow in aday, 17. foote ſquare of

earth , and about 27. inches deepe, which is 650. cu

bicke fcete of earth ; I have beene enformedthe like

in other places, where they have wrought in Marſh

land : S. Marolois in his booke of Fortification af

firmes that according to fomeof the beſt experienced

in the Netherlands, a man workinghis beſt in earth

that is fat and faft , may digge and fill
into;a wheele .

barrow in a day 648. cubicke feete. Batit may be, in

any of theſe places, when theydoe lo much, beſides

the aptne ſfe of the earth , they take extraordinary

paines. Let us therefore ſuppoſe thatthemoſt a man

can ordinarily digge, and fill into awheele.barrow of

good earth , to be soo.cubicke teete in a day; thenmay

200.mendigge, 100000 , fecte in a day,ſo chat accor

ding tothisaccount, 200,menmay diggeand fill away

the foreſaydditch containing 910.0236. cubicke feete

in 91.dayes or thereabouts, fordividing 9100236.by

100000. the quotient91, dayes and ſomewhatmore

not to be regarded. Butif you finde the earth tobe

Luch , that aman cannotwith ordinary paines taking

digge 500.foote in a day ,youmuſt make youraccount

I finde
es

300.
foote

in a day ,and Iwould
know

. in what
time

they
would

digge
theforeſayd

ditch
, I ſaythen

by the
rale ofproportions

nois
211 oivane

;

ihni, As
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.

2,477172

-2,301 @3.

4,77815.

As Ii MÅNE

diggcs zoo. foote

fomay 200. Men.

diggë 6000o. footc

Againe.

As 60000 , foote

is to 1. dayes worke.

ſo 9100236. foote.

is 152.dayes workcalmoft.

co. ar . 5,22186 .

6,95993.

2,18179 .

Otherwiſe you may ſay by the rule ofthree reverſed.

If 500, foote a day.

require 91.dayes.

then 300. footë a day.

require IS 2. dayesworkealmoſt.

In like fore youmay éſtimate in what timčany other

number ofmen willbe able to doe it, eſpecially after

ſometryall made, for by reaſon of the great diverfity

ofgrounds, andother occurrents, this point camot be

alwayes determined without fome tryall. Beſidesmen

doe uſually muchmorewhen they take a buſineſſe by

thegreat(asthey terme it) then when they worke by

theday. Now looke how manyPyoners you employ

to digge, ſo many you had needeto have with wheele

barrowes to carryit to the Rampire and Parapets, and

othersthereto ſpread it, tread it, and lay it even ,and to

rayſe the workeinits dueforme,and thisbeing diverfly

performed, ſometimes with a face ofturfe, ſometimes

of
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of earth ſowne with graſſe feede, ſometimes laying

faggots or wood in the Rampire; ſometimes none,

ſometimes a foundation to be layd (as in ſoft Oazie

grounds)oftimber or brick -worke & c.there isno gene

rall rule to be preſcribed in this point,touching the

certaine number of men to be employed.

CH AP. XI.

of ſuch other workesas are fometimes made inor abost

Forts ofmost importance.

Hen I began this Treatiſe I had no intent to

have waded ſo farre in this part of Archi,

tecture military , asI have already done,but

onely tofhew thereinthe application of the

Do & rine of plainetriangles, asit is performed by this

late invention of Logarithmes, and indeede that had

beene ſufficient to thoſe that have reade ſuch moderne

Authors,as have more fully handled this ſubje & in other

Languages. But conſidering how little hath bëene

written hercofin our Engliſh tongue , and thac the pra

& tiſe of it with us is very rare. I havebeeneſomewhat

larger than I intended, and here further haveannexed

this deſcription of a Fert of ſeven fides, expreſſing

therein ſuch other workes as are ſometimes made in or

about the moſt compleate Forts that are uſually rea

red .

We have before fufficiently ſpoken of the Rampire

and its Parapet, here marked with A. as alſo of the

walke for the Rounds or Falſlebray B. and of the Pa

R rapet
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rapet théreofC. as alſo of the ditch , here marked with

D. and of the curtaines, bulworkes, fronts, flankes,

ſcarpings, &c. to proceede therefore to the reſt. Next

within the Rampire, between the Rampire and the

houſes, there is a ſtreete left ſometimes 30. but here

40. foote broad, whereto the ſouldiers may retreate,

orbe put in array asoccaſion requires, the otherAtreets

are ſometimes 24. but here 30. foote broad, and in the

middle is the market place, being of the ſame forme

whereofthe Fortis, namely of ſeven fides, every ſide

being 15.0r 18.rods, the other ſpaces betweene the

ſtreetes, are for the houſes of the inhabitants and ſoul

diers.

On the outſide of the ditch , betweene every two

bulworkes, and againſt the middle of the curtaine is

placed a Ravelin, one of thembeing marked with E ,

and the reſtfcituated in likemanner, the two Frontsof

every of theſe Ravelins may be 15. 20. or 25. rods,

andtheſe are ſo made on the edge of the ditch, that

their inward angles are at the concourſe of the lines

bounding theditch; and that the Fronts oftheſe Rave

lins,might be the better defended,their outward angles -

are the more acute , inſomuch that they are flanked

fromall or the greateſt part of the Frontsof the bul
Workesnext untothem.

TheRavelin here marked withE, andſo the reſt are

raiſed above thechampion ( or levell whereonthe Fort

ſtands:) 4. foote, and itought not to be higher that it :

may not impeach the diſcovery of the champion a

bout. And upon the Fronts of every of theſe Raven

lins thus raiſed, you may make a Parapet 20. foote :

thicke, and 6. foote high, that ſo itmay be Cannon

proofca
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9

proofe. The ditch betwecne the Ravelin and the coun

terſcarpe, may be s.or 6é rods broad, and asdeepeas

youcan conveniently make it.

Ravelins thus made againſtthe middle of thecura

taine are very frequent in many Forts, being of good

uſe to defend the fronts ofthebulworkes; butthcocher

Ravelins or halfc moones oppofite to the angular

pointsof every bulworke are not ſo uſuall, notwith.

ſtanding , they alſo are ſometimes made, and may be

raiſed andhave their Parapets, and ditch as the other,

being alſo flanked by thoſe Ravelins, that are againſt

the curtaincs. And without all theſe is the counter

ſcarpe with a covert way, and an Argin or Parapet,

which is inwardly 6.foote high, as hath beenebefore

deſcribed, and asby this deſcription,andtheScation or

Profile thereofmayappeare, there is ſometimeswith

out the Parapet of the covert way a watred ditch,to

impeachany ſuddaineaffault oftheenemy.Theheight,

deprhandbreadth orthickeneffe ofall theſe workosare

cxpreſſed in the fayd Section,wherein the heightofthe x

Rampire is 15. foote, and according to the judgement :

of ſomeſhould not be more, if the Fort be made in a

championor plainë, where thereare nohills ncëre un.

to it,bùt in caſe there be on any fide higher ground

that doth command the Fort, then muſt the Rampire

on that fide be raiſed higher, that the Fort may be the

better covered and preſerved thereby, from the an- *

noyancesthatmay be doncagainſt itfrom that place.
And much after the forme here deſcribed is.Coverden

in Friezhandfortified, having 7.bulworkes with Rave

lins and halfe moones, &c. as in the figure being the

mof Royall regular Fort in the Netherlands.

R. 2 Thore

+
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11 Thcre aréalſo oft times inForts,Cavalicrs, Mounts,

Platformes or batteries, raiſed higher than any ofthe

foreſayd workes,aſwellto diſcover theCountryabout,

as toannoyanenemy, theſe are ſometimes raiſed upon

thebulworkes, if there be roome enough befidcs touſe

theflankes, but ifthe Gorge bc too ſmall, they may be

raiſed on the curtaine, a little within the Rampire, ſo

as the walke on the Rampire bo not impeached by
them .

1

7

of Horne-waz kese

BEfidesallchefe,and withoutallthe workesbefore

workes, yet I have feldomeſeeneof them,but where

an enemyis ſhortlyexpected.I wasat Bredain May An.

1623. being that Summerwherein it was takenby the

Spaniard, and then there was ( as Iremember) fiveof

theſeHorne-works: ochersofthem I ſaw at that timeat

Bergen- op- ſom ,which was befeiged the ſummerbefore;

theſe are ſometimes made againſt the bulworkes, but

more conveniently betwcene the bulworkes, and a

gainſt the curtaine, in forme as followeth .

HanioN.bethe curtaine of a Fort, o L.and F N , the

flankes F G. andL K, the fronts, P 2. the outſide of

the ditch, and let the outer foote of the Horne.worke

be PAD 2. and the diſtance of the angular points

thereof namely 1.and D.from the ſhoulders of thebul

worké L. and F. be equalltothe lineofdefence 0 G.

namely about 72. rods, and letthe diſtance of thoſe

angular points A.and D. be equall to the curtaine of

the FortON.ſoastheſide of theHorneworkeDQ.may

be

{
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be in a right line with the Aanko FN . and A P. with

LO. (ſome would have the diſtance of theſe points

A. and D. and ſo of P. and 2. to be lefſe than the

curtaine by 4 or 5. rods, wherein you may doc as

you like belt ) betweene the angular points 4 .

and D. are formed as it were two halfe bul

workes, A EH. and DM1, their fronts being AZ.

A R
D

3

E

K
P 고

a

L

?

B N

S and
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and D M. their flankësE H , and MI. and the curtaine

beiwecne them H 1. Without this hoineworke, that

is without the line PAEHIMDQ . muſt be a ditch

about 3. rods broad, and6. foote decpe iftheground

be low , otherwiſe the deeper the better, and within

the ſame line may be a Rampire and Parapet, or onely

a Parapet round about 6. foote high and 25 .. or zo.

foote thicke more or leſſc as occafion requires; with

out the ditch I have alſo ſeene a covert way and a Pa .

'rapet thereto. Theſe Horneworkesare ſometimes cut

off within the face AE HIM D. with another like face,

namelywith fronts,flankesand curtaines parallellto the

former.

But now admit in this figure we have the diſtance of

the angular points, AD. 420. foote, and the flanke

EH, 60. foote, and that the frontsA E andD M ſhould

be either of them equallto the curtaine H.J. thequeſti

on ishowmuch every ofthem muftbe. Itſhall ſuffice

at preſent to reſolve this Probleme by falfe poſition in

manner following.

Firſt it is to be underſtood that # 1. is ſomewhat

morethan a third partof A D. therefore A D. being

420. foote,the third part whereof is 140. the line Hi..

muſtbe fomewhat more then 140. fecte . Wherefore

firſt

Let us fuppo?ėH1, to be 147: fcete. Then in the

rightangled triangle H MI.

ASMI- 60.feete.Cosar. 8,22185.

to Radius

fo isHI 2 , 16732.

te tang. HMI. 67.d.47.47', 1.10,389.17.
where

147. feéte
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147feete

whereto is equall the angle -- S MD. 67.d.47'. 47" },

Againe.

As Radius

10 M.D 2,16732.

fo's. “ SMD.67.d. 47. 47 ' . 9,96654 .

SD.136.1 . 2,13386 .

and adding AR. 136.1 .

andRS. 147

Summe isAD 419.2.

which ought to have beene 420.

soit is toolittle by :
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Therefore I!ſuppoſe againē that H1. is 148. and
then

ASMI 60. feete. co. ar. 8,22185:

to Radius

foisHl.--- 148. feete . 2,17036 .

10.1 . H M 1.67. d .56.feere. 10,392 11 .

Whereunto is equallthe angle S M D. 67.d. 56.ferca

As Radius

toMD. ---- 148.feete. -2,17036 .

fo.s.SMD. 67.d. 6. ferl.com 9,96696.

toSD 137. 16. S
-2,13722.

And addingAR.137.16 ,

ulfo - R S. 148 . 147

Jumme is A D. 422.32.

mbich thouldbe 420 .

So it is it by 2.32.

148 2

296

10

34104

IOO

ſumme— 37064

100.

ſumpe ofer- 252

100
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378 ** 7147 Or147 ; fere.

& 88 .

2

147:46

MD. 14745

Thushaving found # 1. to be 1477-, wemay mors

caſily finde thereſt ſaying,

As MInima 60. feete.Co. Ara +8,22185

to Radius

1 * HI. 2,16850.

totang. HMI.67.d. 51 . 10,39035

Whereunto isequall the angle SMD. 67. deg. 51.

as alfo the angleMDG

AsRadius

1, 16850.

fo, s.c. S MD.5.22. d. 09. 9,57638.

to MS.. 55 : 57 : 1, 74488.

spbereto addingML 60 .

fummeis : SI. 115.57.1

As Radius

MD. 147. 4.
2, 16840..

fos, SMD. 67: 51 . 9,96670.

im-SD. 136. 4 ,: - 2,13510

which doubled is

andadding - RS. 147. 48

formame is - 420. 2 .

to

to

Which

272. 8.

S. 3 ;
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Which is moreby 1 ofa foore thanit ſhould bee by

not taking the foregoing fractions exactly, which you

may correct it youpleaſe.

CHAP . XII.

T

ofſmallForts or Field -Skonces, and marking thens out

Mechanically, andfirst ofa skonce of foureſides.

Hushave I fhewed atlarge theapplicationof

the Doctrine of Plaine Triangles by Loga

richmes, in this part of Architecture Mili

tary, which was the onely thing I inten

dedwhen I began this Treatiſe. But for the fuller un

derſtanding thereof I have ( as occafion required )

handled other things incident; And now having ſpent

moretime herein then at firſt I aſſigned for it, and my

other occaſionscalling me away , Imight have liberty

here to conclude yet conſidering that theſeFortsbe

fore mentioned are workes of ſuch labour induſtry and

expence, that they may feeme hard to be accompli

fhed, efpecially to us,where they arenot uſuall. Ihave

thoughtitrequiſitecoChew , fome mechanical and ea ,

fic wayfordelineatiаg and ſetting forth of ſmall Forts

or field Skonces : For though it was meete to ſhew the

application in ſuch Royall Forts, as we have before

ſpoken of; yet theſe being more eaſily made are

more frequent, and havealſo their neceſſary ufes as

well asthe former. For it is to be underſtood that the

Fortwhereinwe have before given anexample confi.

fting of 6. bulworkes, isſufficient to containe 600. or

700.
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700. houſhoulds more or leſſe, according tothe quan

tity cfground that you aflignetoreach houſe,which we

have before fhcwed how to determine chap.3.Admitit

containe 600. houſhoulds,and that in every houſe there

are two men fit for ſervice, then are there 1100. ſoul

diers, which in ſuch a Fort are eſteemed ſufficient to

oppole ten oriwelve thouſand aſſaylants, with twelve

Cannons, for (according to Errard Barleduc)a Cannon

may be diſcharged 80. or 100. times in a day and 120

Cannons, well placed and employed , may ruinate

with 1200. ſhot a Rampire of72footetbicke,orthere

abouts, which breaches may in that time be repaired

and maintained by the defendants.

Ifthere be no luch force. expe & ed tocome agaioft a

Fort, or if the place be not ofthat importance ,tode

ſerue ſuch a Fort, thenit needes not be ofſuch ſtrength :

you may therefore make a proportionall diminutionof

the Gorges, flanies, and fronts, as we have noted ,

Chap. 2. Axiome 17. But now we come to ſomeMe

chanicall wayes, for ſetting forth of ſmall Forts, or

field Skonces, and ſome ſuch we have before briefely

touched, at the end of the ſixth chapter, others Iwill

here ſhew , and firſt begin with a regular Skonce of

foure ſides, which are moſt frequent..

LetBC. be the ſide of a ſquare to be fortified, and

let it be required to ſet outthe ſquare and the bul
workes thereof.

Firſt for ſetting outthe ſquare ſet a ſtake at B.and

allo at C. andhaving as isaforeſayd a chaine of5. rods;

or 50.feets, meaſurefrom B. towardsc .zi rods,which

fuppoſe to end atM. and there 'make a marke; alſo

mcafure from 8. ſquare off, as you gueſſe towards 1.4 .

rods,
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rods,and keeping the end at B. fixed, turne about that

cnd,orthat part of yourchaine which is at P. thatwith

a ſharpe ſticke orironpoint, you may deſcribe an Arch

on the ground; then letone carry the end of your

chainewhich was fixed at B. unto the marke youmade

at M. and meaſurefrom M. to P.the whole length of

your chaines. rods. marking in what part of thearch

beforemade your chaine doth reach unto which ſap .

pofe to beat P. andthere ſee aftake .

Nowſuppoſe the fide ofyour ſquare BC. to be 12 .

rods, then meaſure alſo from B. to 7. 13.rods ſetting a
ſtake
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Ataké ät1. foas theſe three ftakes B P 1. may bea right

line, and thus you have two ſidesofyour FortBC. and

B 1.with the right angle at B. the like you may doc

for the other angles at 1 E.and C. and for theſides IE .

and EC, and ſo the one will examine the other : Or

otherwiſe meaſure from the ftake at 1. ſquare off, as

you gueſſe towards E. 12. rods, likewiſe from C. to

wards E. 12. rods, and where theſe two mçaſures

mcete in one as at E. there drive a ſtake, and fois the

ſquare ſet out.

Now forthe center of this ſquare, let one man ſtand

at B. and another at C. and ler a third man drive a ſtake

ſo atA. that the manat B. may ſee it, in a rightline to .

wards E. andthe manat C. may ſee it in a right-line

towards I. and ſo is the ſtake at Ao the center or mid ,

dle ofthe Fort.

Nextfor thebulworkes,divide the ſide oftheſquare

BC.inco 5. equall parts,and make the Gorge linesB.O.

and NC.either ofthemone of thoſeparts,and ſo all

the other Gorge.lines,alſo make the head line BK , as

much astwoof thoſe parts, driving a ſtake at K. ſo as
you may thence ſee the ſtake at B. and that at À.or E.

allina Creight line, the like doe fortheangular points

ofthe other three bulworkes. Then divide the Cur

taine O N. into foure equallparts, and make the Aanke

OL.and ſo NF, and all the otherflankes, to be one of

thoſe parts;butfor ſettingthofc flankesſquareofffrom

thecurtaines, you may drive a ſtake, ſo at the fhoulder

F. thatyou may fee from thencetheſtakes ar N and D ,

all three in a rightline, and the like is to be underſtood

ofall the other fankes. Andthusare the curtaines,rog

gether withthe flankesand frontsofthebulworkes ſet

out. T Now
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Now ſuppoſing the ſide ofthe ſquare B C. to be 12,

rods or 120. fecte, then is the Gorgeline NC.24.feete,

the head- line C G. 48. fecte, the curtaine o N. 72 .

feete , and the flanke F N. being a fourth part of the

curtainè is 18 feere.

Otherwiſe having ſetout as before, the curtaines and

Gorge- lines, and the angular points of the bulworkes,

ás K.and G. and ſtakes being ſet at the ends of every

curtaine, as ato . let one drive a ſtake at F. ſo as one

ſtanding ar G. may ſee it to bee in a right line with the

ftake at 0 , and he that ſtandsat F. mayſee itto be in a

ftreight linewith the ſtake N. andD. ſo fhall the ſtake

at F. be the fioulder of that bulworke, and in like fort

may all the other ſhoulders of the bulworkes be ſet

out,and conſequently allthe flankesand fronts.

And thus havingdeſcribed at large, the ſtaking out

oftheſe Skonces of fourc fides, which are moſtuſuall,

We ſhall be brieferin the reſt that follow .

To fet 'ont Mechanically a Regular Skonce of five

fides.

Et BC. beonë ſide ofa Pentagon, firſt then to ſet:

L -out the other fides Mechanically ; having fer a

take'at B. and another at c. meaſure from C. towards

B. 33. féete, wanting a tenth part of a foote, that is

from€ .toM. then meaſure from M.45 . feete towards

P. alfo from C. 45. feete towards P , and where thefe

Womeafures concurre namely at P. make a marke or

drive aftake, thenmeaſurefrom P. to D. 45. feete, and

frontC.to D.53, feete, lacking; - part of a foote, and

Where theſetwomcafures'concurreasat D. there ſet a :

Atake :
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Itake, meaſuring forwards towards E , till you have

made c E. equalltoCB. and that ſtandingat E. you

mayfeethe ſtakes C.and D. in a right line withyour

eye, then drive a ſtakeat E. andinlike ſort proceeding
youmay take out the other three ſides.

Then tor the bulworkes, divide one of the fides

as B'C. into five equallparts, and make theGorge-lincs

as N C and C I.to beeither of them one of thoſe parts.

Likewiſe let theflankes N F.and Ih.be either of them

oneof thoſe parts, which flankes may be ſet ſquare or

perpendicularto the ſides, which they flanke by the

meaſures, 3.4.5. aswehave before ſhewed. Laſtly

divide one ofthecurtaines, as0 N.into sicquall parts,

and meaſure from F. towards G. ſo much as 4. ofthoſe

parts comcto , alſo from H. towards G. aſmuch, and

where choſe meaſures meete, as at G , there drive a

T 2 ftake
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itake for the angular point of the bulworke, and the

like isto beunderſtood ofall the other bulworkes.And

thus theGorge line N.c. is a fift part of the ſide of the

pentagon ; the flanke F N. as much,the curtainc o N.

three fift parts, and the fronts of the bulworkcs GF .

and G H. are either ofthem foure fift parts of the cur

taine; ſo that if the ſide ofthe pentagon be 120. feete,

( as ſoitmaybe, ormore or leſſe ) the George line is 24.

feete, the flankeasmuch, the curtaine 72. feete, and the

fronts either oftbem 57 { fecte.

To ſetout aregular skonceoffixefides

Ouſhall finde but few Skonces of fixéfides, but if

Youyouwouldſet out ſuch an one, you may doeas fol.

loweth. Let BC , be the fide ofthe Hexagon. Firſt

then forſettingout the other ſides,divide theſide B G.

into five equall parts, take with your chaine two of

thoſe parts, as from toM. and with that length of

yourchaine ſtrike anarchtowards A. namely at P.them

lct one carry the endof the chaine from C.to M. and

keeping it ftill at theſamelength asbefore, note where

it interſects the forefayd arch which will be at P. there

drive a ſtake. Alſo keeping ſtill the ſame length ofyour

chaine, let oneremovethe end fromM. to C. againes

and Atrike the arch at D. then remove from c . to P.

ſtriking on the ground the arch at D. keeping

it - ftill at the ſame length as before , note how

fasre , it reacheth in the arch before deſcribed at

D. which will be to thepoint D. where drive a fake,

and meaſure ſo from C. towards E. that ths, fido. CE.

may
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máy bëequalltoc B.and that theſe 3.markesCDE.DE

in one rightline, and ſo you havetwoſidesoftheFort

intended, namely the ſideBC. at the firft given,and the

lideC E. thus lašt ſet out, and in like fort youmayice

out all the other fides.

The ſame fides might alſo have beene otherwiſe ſet

cat, by making B A.and C A , eitherof them equall to

BC. ( inthis example onely)andſo their concourſeaf

A , is the cooter of the Fort. Alſo meaſure the ſame

diſtance from A to E. and from c. to Eſothattheſe 3

lines,c 1. A E.and C E.may be equall, the concourić

or meeting at E.is another corner, andthe freightline

fromC. to E. is another fide,and in like fort may all the
fidesbe ſet out.

Then for thebulworks. Whereas the fide B G.isbe

fore divided into five equall parts ; let the Gorgelincs

NC .I 3
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Nc.and C 1. be eithor ofthem one of thoſe paris, allo

let the flankes N F. and I H. be either of them one of

thoſe parts and perpendicular to the fides which they

Aanke. For ſetting them out perpendicular you may

doe it ſeverall wayes, namely,either by thoſe meaſures

and 5. as we have before ſhewed in ſetting out the

ſides of aſquare, or having ſtaked out thepoints round

about, and then parted thecurtaines and Gorge.lines as

ON12. & e. the oppofite ſtakes willdirectyou to goc

ſquare off, as we have beforeſhewed in ſetting our the

flankes of a foure ſided Fort : Orlaftly the ſtake at the

point P.may direct you,foraſmuch as thoſe three points

PN F.orPIH . are in a rightline, and the like is to be

underſtood ofthereft.

Then for the Fronts, (oneof the fides as BC . being

asaforefayd divided into five parts) meaſure from c .

sowards,G. two of thofepartsforthe head -line,and

attheend of thatmeaſure drivea fake, foas you may

feowin a rightline with theftakes at G. andR.or 4.and

fd is one of the bulworkos.(faked out, and inlikefort

youmayſtake out all the reſt.

And thusthe GorgelineNc . is a fift part of theſide

ofthehexagon BC. and fo alfo is the AankeN F.the

"antaine ON. is three fift parts, and the head - line

CG . is two fifr parts,or twoſuchpartsasthe curtaine is

thricefo-that if the fideof the Hexagon B C. be 20.

Fodszor 200. feete, theGorgelincs are every of them

4.rods,and the flankes as much ; the Curtaines 12.

rods, andtheheadlines every of them 8. rods. Buc

(as in this example) ifthefide B .. be but 120. feetc,

then theGorge -lines are every of them 24, feete, the

flankes
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flankës aſmuch,the Curtaines 72. féete,and thehead

lincs48.feete.

The section or Profile oftheſeSkonceso

TH
Heheight, breadth , and ſcarpings, of the Ram

pire, Parapet, Ditch, & c. of theſe Skonces, are

repreſented in this Section . Thus ab. repreſents the

breadth or thickeneſſe of the Rampire at the foote

whichmay be 24. 30. or 40. feete ; the heightthereof

Rk
ルIASI.doc

@ In gris

a
ż

cii:!.:ܢ

ik.4.6. or 8. feete, andtheidward Scarpe a i.aſmuch,

theoutward Scarpe bb.2.3 or 4. feetë, thebreadth of

the Parapet at the foote lm . 8.10.or 12.feete,thebrim

of the ditch b po may be three feete,or fometimes

nothing at all. Andſo thereft of the mcafures ſuchas

by this enſuingtable appeareth ,whereinIhavefollows:

ed alatc Dutch.writer .

300.picos

2 cany i np
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Feete,

h bolaj3 4

4 6 8

ai: 4

แหม่ 1

The breadth ofthe Rampire at the foote ab.24 3240

Tbe outward Scarpe ofthe Rampire

The height of theRampire į k .

Theinwar&ſcarpe 6 8

The breadth oftheParapet atthefoote
Im.l 8 10 1 3

TheinwardScarpe of the Parapet II

Theheight of the Parapet on the outſide 4 4 4

Theheight of theParapet inwardly, 6.6 26

The thickeneſeof the Parapetat the toppe 5 7 9

The breadthofthe banke or footepace of the

Parapes

The height ofthe ſame banke within the Parapet 131 13
Thebrimmeof theditch R : .31.3 3

The breadth of thewalke on the Rampire.ko. 710 13

The breadth oftheditch at the toppe •pe.30 36 54

The depth oftheditch 8 " 6 6.8

The Scarpe of the ditch -P8.6 6 8

The breadthofthe ditch at the bottome 1824138

ol. 3 3 3

Iatheſe Ihavecxpreffed no Covertway without the

ditch , which notwithftanding you maymakeif you

pleaſe, and if the ditch be not fullofwater, you may

take away the edgethereofat einfoote deepe, and as

bout 3.or 4.foote broad round about, then leaving 4.

or s.footebreadth further out, you may thereraiſe the

Parapet of the Covertway, 4. or 4 . foote high .
In rayling the Rampirc, at thë foote thereof onthe

outſide
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outſide yonmay plant young Willowes, Haw -thorne

bulhes, and other ſuch like, and bringup the face of

the Rampire wich (urfes, and when the Rampire isone

toote high, it muſt be beaten and Itamped downe cill it

come to 8.or9. inches, that it may ſettle nomore, and

when the face is rayſed five rankes of turfe , you may

plantother young Willowes or buſhes, (eſpecially if

the earth beſandyand lowOates and Hay feed chiefe

ly fuch feede ashath a ſtrong ſpreading roote, be

twcenc every ranke of turfes, that the rootesmaykait

and faſten theturfes together. And ſo ifthe facebeof

plate-worke,that is of earth beaten withbatts,you may

Tow it with ſuch graſſe and hearbes asare apt to ſpread

and cover the face of the worke, and moyſten the earth

in platting it, that it may grow thebetter. The Para .

pet being raiſed upon the. Rampire almoſt to its full

height, youmay then make your Palizado if youmake

any, & c .

CHAP. XIII.

of Irregular Fortification.

F Irregular Fortifications there might bec

propoſed, almoſt an infinitenumber of dif

ferent examples. Butin generall you ought

to obſerve ſo ncere as may be, the Axiones

fer downc in the ſecond Chapter, and the

examples wchave given inregular Forts . And firſt the

figure propoſed to be fortified being irregular, reduce

itto as much regularity as the placewill admit, taking

V 10
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in and leaving out hêre and there a little , to make fomo

neere equality of the fides and angles. I hen if any an

gle of your figure be leffe than go. degrees,you are not

to ſet a bulwore on that angle, but rather to make that

angle, tobe the flanked angle of a bulworke, dimini.

fhing it ſomewhat ifoccaſion require. And for the o

theranglesof your irregular figure, you are to fit bul

workesſo,astheAanked angle ofthe bulworke may

bc artſwerable to the angle of the Foligon whereon it

ftands, according to either of the two rules beforegi

G

Dº
I.

H

ven
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ven Chap 4. That is fift, unto halfe the angle of the

poligon figure, adde15. deg. the ſumme is the flanked

angle of the bulworke : orotherwiſe take two third

parts of theangleofthe poligon, for the flanked angle

of the bulworke to be thereon placods Yetis ; of that

angleto be morethan90.d. but it may ſuffice to make

theangle of thebulworke oncly go.d. Takethis exam .

plewhich I have here fer downe almoſt in theſame

manner as is doneby Sa. Marolois in hisbooke ofForti

fication

LetA B CD E. be an irregular pentagon tobe forti

fied with ſuchbulworkes asmay be ſureable to thean

gles of thefigure. Firſt then the ſides andangles there

ofare to be meaſured, which admit we finde to be as

followeth .

rods. feet. deg.

136 .

AB, 68 . 04.

BC. 60. OO

(D. 55 . 02 .

DE. 67:

Am72.

B

CmIIl.

Dod -97:

E I24

02 .

And ſeeing the angleat ud . is lefſe than 90. deg. it

is not fit to place a bulworrethcreon , becauſe the flan

ked angle ofthatbulworke would be lefſe than 60 deg .

and theangleflanking greaterthan 1so. deg. contrary

to the 9. and 11. Axiomes of the2.Chap.therefore wec

make that angle 11. to bethe flanked angle of a bul

worke, and the angle of the poligon to be F. ſo as the

right lines FG. and E 1. interſect thelines B C. and CE,

V 2 in
܀:?
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in the points G. and 1. upon which angles; afd accor

ding to the proportion of thefide's we deſcribe the bul

workés, alwayts obſervingthat the angleof the poli

gon ſheweth of what kinde thc bulwoike thereon fet

muſtbc, whether of a Pentagon ſquare or Hexagon :

proportionating the parts of the bulworke, according

to theleffer of thetwo ſides, and ſo will that figure be

fortificd as here appeareth . And becauſe the fide DE.

being drawnc forth to 1. is longer then the rules and

proportions before ſet downc in regular figures willad

H
i

pit
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mit of it will be neceffary betweene the twobulworkes

D.and E. to make a Ravelin, as here appeareth ; ſuch

that the fronts thereof may be {cowiedand deten

ded from the flankes and fronts of thoſe two bul

workes, and ſo that angle will bemoreor leſſe, accor

ding to the length or ſhortneffe of the cuttaine,and the

fronts of this Ravelin may be either of them 22. or24 .

rods, orſomething more or leffe, as the place and ſci

tuation ſhall require .And foryour better underſtanding

ofmineintention, in the fortification of places irregular

ſuchwhoſe angles are not lefſe than 90.deg. which is

the angle ofaſquare, and their fides notmuch different

from thoſe ofregular figures ; you may docthus.

Let itbe required to Fortifie the angle c. being an

angle of vli deg - which is neere unto the angle ofa

pentagon. According to which take the thorrek ofthe

two ſides, BC, and CD, which is here CD . contai

ning 55. rods, or 552. feete, ſearching alſo in the fore

going Table of the demenſions of regular Fortificati

ons,for the demicnfions appertaining to a Pentagon,

and then ſay by the rule of proportion

Astheſideof a Pentagon being 66.36 . 6,17810.

bath to the front of the balworke~ 38.00 . 3,44716 .

fothe ſideof a Pestagon being 55.02. 3274052.

may have thefront 22. 30. 3,36578.

And thuswe findethe front for ſuch a bulworketobé

23. rods, 2. feete, and two tenths of a foote, fo ac

cording to this example you may in like manner finde

by the rule of proportion , the flanke and Gorgc-line,

and fo allthe linesand angles in this bulworks C , as

alſoV 3
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1

alſo the other parts of this whole Fort. Holding

it alwayes for a certaine rulethat the angles of aPoli

goa to be fortified muſt beatthe leađ right angles,and
if there beany angle leſſethana right angle, you may

make that the flinked angle ofa bulworke,inlarging or

leſſening itſomewhat, if occaſion require,till itbecome
a com Jetent anglc for ſuch a bulworke.And if the Gdes

of the poligonpropoſed, doe exceede the fides ofthe

inward Poligons, ſpecified in the foreſayd Tables, we

may make them asſides of the outward Poligons , and

trace outthe Ført within them , andthat according

to theſpecies ofevery ſeverall angle F GCD 1 , and ſo

ſhall the figure propoſed be fortified.

Ityou deſire more examplestouching the Fortificati

on ofplaces irregular, you may perufe Sam.Marolois

his booke of Fortification, thus much as prefent may

fuffice.
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